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Abstract
Quality improvement at the stage of product and manufacturing process design has
become a crucial component of quality engineering and management in today's en-
vironment of global competition. Quality design of products may be divided into
three stages: concept design, parameter design, and tolerance design. In this thesis
we focus on the second stage, and study the formulation of quality cost and various
aspects of parameter design related to optimization, modeling and estimation.
Formulation: We present a novel approach to quantifying the quality cost of
single-characteristic products that includes existing criteria as special cases. This
more general approach leads to a specific structure for quality cost functions that
can be easily extended to accommodate quality cost for products with multiple char-
acteristics and dynamic behavior. We investigate the contribution of dispersion to
quality cost and conclude that dispersion is desirable in some cases. Several families
of quality cost functions are developed, and the contribution of dispersion to quality
cost is studied by introducing the concepts of tt:a maps, sensitivity ratio and weight
ratio.
Optimization: We study multistage optimization methods for computing design
parameter values that minimize quality cost through the use of intermediate variables
called signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's). An axiomatic definition of SNR. is developed
that includes existing SNR's and performance measures independent of adjustment
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(PerMIA's) as special cases. We introduce the concept of the operating region map
(ORM), which illustrates the region of operation of product characteristics, and use
it to develop sequential and multistage optimization methods. We investigate the
application of multistage methods to all types of quality cost functions and products
with single continuous characteristics. The validity and significance of multistage
procedures are studied also.
Modeling: We study the modeling of quality characteristics on design parameters
in the context of optimization for parameter design. Three categories of statistical
models are developed and studied. It is shown that multistage optimization should
be used for the quasi-bifunctional category which admits SNR's. We analyze various
parameterizations of statistical models, and show that the SNR is generally of lower
complexity than the rest of the model. We thus introduce SNR models which are solely
parameterized by the SNR and hence are less complex than the original models.
Estimation: We develop least squares and maximum likelihood estimation meth-
ods for SNR models, and show that for the specific cases addressed by Box, the least
squares method is equivalent to his method. The maximum likelihood estimation
method has superior performance in comparison to existing methods. For one stan-
dard published example, the maximum likelihood procedure results in a relative ef-
ficiency of 170% in comparison to Box's and Taguchi's methods and requires 30%
fewer experiments to achieve the same performance.
Thesis Supervisor: David H. Staelin
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For several decades, quality of manufactured products has been an important factor
in determining global competitiveness of manufacturers [1]. This has lead to devel-
opment of a number of quality improvement methods in the U.S. and elsewhere.
In the past few years, quality improvement has aroused great interest among
American manufacturers because of the increased competition U.S. industry is facing
from other countries [2]. Japan has become a serious challenger in building high
quality products in the last two decades, and the impending economic union of Europe
in 1992 will take advantage of its new political and economic structure to pose an
economic challenge no less than that of Japan. Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union,
and third world countries are shedding their nationalized industries, and will in the
long run also pose a tough technological challenge.
Quality improvement may be applied at several stages of the product life cycle.
The most elementary method is to screen out products that lie outside tolerance lim-
its specified by the manufacturer. In Deming's approach [3] the source of variation of
product characteristics from manufacturer's specifications is detected and controlled.
Taguchi [4] emphasizes quality improvement during the design stage of products and
manufacturing processes. He divides quality design of products into three stages:
concept design involves determination of the architecture of the product and manu-
facturing process, parameter design involves selection of design parameter values, and
tolerance design specifies the quality of materials used. Of the three stages, concept
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design is the most revolutionary in terms of quality improvement. Unfortunately, it
requires major breakthroughs and is not mathematically tractable. In contrast, pa-
rameter design allows for substantial quality improvement without affecting the unit
manufacturing cost and yet may be formulated mathematically. Tolerance design
should be used as a last resort since it results in increased unit manufacturing cost.
In this thesis concerning parameter design, we study the quantification of quality in
Chapter 2, and various other aspects relevant to parameter design in Chapters 3, 4
and 5. Because of the general nature of the discussion on formulation of quality, the
contents of Chapter 2 are applicable to all three stages of product design.
In the second chapter, entitled "Formulation of Quality Cost", we investigate
quantification of quality through formulation of the cost incurred due to nonideal
quality. Taguchi [5] has contributed significantly in this area because of his formu-
lation of quality cost on the basis of consumer's perspectives, rather than on manu-
facturer's specifications. We find, however, that Taguchi makes certain assumptions
which are not applicable in many situations, and which further restrict the class of
cost functions that may be formulated. In the chapter on formulation, we present
a novel approach to measuring the quality of single characteristic products that in-
cludes Taguchi's and Box's criteria as special cases. This formulation results in a
structured quality cost function that can be extended to accomodate quality cost for
products with multiple characteristics and dynamic behavior. We study the role of
dispersion in quality cost functions and conclude that dispersion is desirable in some
cases. Several families of quality cost functions are developed, and the contribution
of dispersion to quality cost is studied by introducing the concepts of t: maps,
sensitivity ratio, and weight ratio.
Chapter 3 entitled "Multistage Optimization for Parameter Design", discusses
multistage procedures for computing optimal design parameter values that minimize
quality cost. These methods utilize intermediate variables, called signal-to-noise ra-
tios (SNR's), to select a subset of design parameters at an initial stage of optimization
This is in contrast to direct optimization which minimizes quality cost by a suitable
choice of all the design parameters in a single stage. In the chapter, we present
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an axiomatic definition of SNR's that includes existing SNR's [6] and performance
measurements independent of adjustment (PerMIA's) [7] as special cases, and inves-
tigate the theoretical reasons for the frequent occurance of a family of SNR's. We
introduce the operating region map (ORM) as a tool for understanding the region of
operation of product characteristics. This is used in development of sequential and
multistage optimization methods. We formulate a general framework for multistage
procedures that apply to all types of single characteristic products, SNR's and qual-
ity cost functions, and also study the validity of such procedures. Finally we discuss
comprehensively the advantages of multistage optimization over direct optimization
of quality cost.
Chapter 4 entitled "Modeling for Parameter Design" discusses modeling the de-
pendence of quality characteristics on design parameters in the context of optimization
for parameter design. This is a necessary step in most cases of practical interest since
the behavior of manufacturing processes is usually unknown. Three categories of sta-
tistical models are developed and studied. These are unifunctional, quasi-bifunctional,
and bifunctional. The quasi-bifunctional models admit SNR's. We show that mul-
tistage optimization, rather than direct optimization, should be used for the quasi-
bifunctional models because they result in less complex models which require fewer
experiments for estimation. We study various parameterizations of statistical models.
and show that the SNR is generally of lower complexity than the rest of the model
for the quasi-bifunctional category. We then intoduce SNR models which are solely
parameterized by the SNR and hence are less complex than the original models.
Chapter 5 entitled "estimation for parameter design" discusses estimation of mod-
els presented in the previous chapter. We focus on SNR models and develop least
squares and maximum liklihood estimation methods for SNR. models. These meth-
ods are applicable to a wide range of models. For the specific cases addressed by
Box [6] (who does not utilize SNR models), we show that the least squares method is
equivalent to his method. The maximum likelihood estimation method has superior
performance in comparison to existing methods. For one standard published exam-
ple, the maximum likelihood procedure results in a relative efficiency of 170 % in
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comparison to Box's and Taguchi's methods and requires 30 % fewer experiments to
achieve the same performance.
The above four aspects of parameter design form the subject matter of this disser-
tation. We would like to emphasize that this decomposition is crucial to satisfactory
research into parameter design. Even more important is the order in which research
should be undertaken in these areas. Formulation should precede optimization, since
specific optimization schemes, such as the multistage procedure, can only e for-
mulated if the structure of quality cost function is known. Optimization should be
considered before modeling and estimation, since the objective is modeling and esti-
mation of only those aspects needed in optimization. Hence modeling and estimation
are dependent on the method of optimization used. Modeling should precede estima-
tion, since efficient estimation depends on choice of an appropriate model.
Finally, a note about the philosophical approach of this thesis. For us, the null
hypothesis has been that all existing work is correct. We have therefore strived hard
to validate and explain existing work, especially that of Taguchi and Box. Only under
absolutely unacceptable circumstances have we rejected the null hypotheses. At the
same time we have exerted great effort to develop completely novel approaches in the
areas of formulation, optimization, modeling and estimation. This was done without
sacrificing any amount of rigor. We therefore expect readers versed with traditional
approaches to be entirely satisfied with the rigorous treatment of the subject matter.
However, since readers will find some very unorthodox ways of thinking in the fol-
lowing pages, we request patience, because the goal of quality improvement through
product design is revolutionary.
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Chapter 2
Formulation of Quality Cost
For several decades, the concept of 'the better the quality of product, the lower the
cost' has been championed by the founder of modern quality control, W. A. Shewhart
18], and other eminent quality experts such as Juran [9], Crosby [10], and Ishikawa
[11]. This philosophy, which at first seems contradictory, argues that the advantages of
higher quality outweigh the costs associated with quality improvement. The benlefits
of higher quality are realized through lower costs of production, inspection, replace-
ment, warranty, and inventory, and through increased sales due to the manufacturer's
reputation.
Product quality, which measures the degree of conformance to desired specifica-
tions [12, 13], may be influenced at various stages of the product life cycle. The most
elementary method of quality improvement screens out manufactured products that
lie outside tolerance limits specified by the manufacturer. In contrast, Deming [3] em-
phasizes building quality into the product during its development stage by controlling
causes of non-conformance to specifications. Taguchi [4, .5] takes this approach one
step further by developing a systematic approach to building quality into the design of
both the product and the manufacturing process utilized in its production. He divides
quality design of products into three stages: concept design requires determination of
the particular architecture to be used in manufacturing the product; parameter cle-
sign involves selection of the design parameter values; and tolerance design specifies
the quality of the materials utilized. The discussion in this chapter is applicable to
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all three stages of product design.
Quality improvement at the design stages generally require quantification of loss
of quality due to variations from desired specifications. Taguchi's approach reflects
the consumer's perspectives when computing quality cost (the monetary cost of non-
ideal quality) [14]. This approach may be compared to the traditional view of defining
quality in terms of the fraction of products that lie outside tolerances specified by
the manufacturer. Clearly, the modern approach is more relevant since it does not
assume that a product which is just inside the tolerance is perfectly good, whereas
an item just outside the tolerance is bad. A continuous loss function better reflects
the true significance of quality to most users and producers.
In order to discuss quantification of quality cost and its effect on optimal product
and manufacturing process design, it is useful to explain our notation and state the
terminology. Consider a product concept (e.g. a refrigerator) which is described
by its characteristics (e.g. energy consumed, color, and size of refrigerator). An
individual unit, also known as a product realization, has characteristic equal to y =
[Y1i, Y2,.- -.. Ym], where the components of y correspond to the characteristic values for
this unit. The ensemble of product realizations produced by a manufacturer is called a
product class. The characteristic of a product class, denoted by Y = [, Y2 .. .. ]
is a random' vector due to the uncontrollable variations which occur in the 'raw
materials' that are utilized, the conditions under which they are manufactured, and
the environments in which they are used.
For a given product target value t = [tl,t 2 ,...,tmi], C(Y;t) is defined as the
average quality cost per unit product because of variations in characteristics of the
product realizations from the target value. Traditionally, quality cost has been cal-
culated as the ensemble average of losses due to each product realization. In other
words, C(Y;t) = £[L(Y;t)], where L(y;t) is the monetary loss due to the deviation
of a product realization characteristic y from the target t, and is the expected-
value operator. We follow this approach in the first part of this chapter, but later
'This chapter considers only numerical continuous characteristics and embodies them in a prob-
abilistic framework.
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we generalize the way quality cost is quantified, so that C(Y;t) is specified more
directly.
For certain products whose characteristic consists of a single component, (with
y, , and Y denoting y, t, and Y respectively), Taguchi [4] shows that a reasonable
model is L(y;t) = k(y _ t) 2 for t ~ o, and L(y;oo) = k/y 2 for y > 0 and t = 00.
The normalization coefficient k is determined by equating monetary loss caused by
the characteristic exceeding some tolerance. His argument for t 00o is based on the
Taylor series expansion of L(y; t) around y = t.
L(y;t)= L(t;t)+ L(t -(y-t)+ 2 (Y t)2 + (2.1)
Since, by assumption, L(t;t) = 0 and L'(t;t) = 0 (L(y;t) is minimuml at y = t),
it follows that L(y;t) may be approximated by the quadratic. A similar argument
applied to L(1; 17) yields the quadratic loss function for the case of t = Ac.
Although Taguchi's series expansion argument holds for the nominal-is-best case2,
where the product characteristic has values both larger and smaller than the target
value, it is generally invalid for the smaller-the-better case, where the product charac-
teristic takes only values larger than the zero target value; and the larger-the-better
case, for which the product characteristic takes only positive values smaller than the
infinite target value. This is because derivatives of the loss function are undefined
at the limits of y. Hence, Taguchi's quadratic loss functions should be thought of as
specific cases rather than as approximations to the general class of loss functions.
An implication of quadratic loss functions is that, for a finite target value, C'(Y; t) =
k[(p-_t) 2 + 0.2], where it and a are the mean and standard deviation of Y respectively.
Thus, cost is a monotonically increasing function of dispersion deserving as much em-
phasis as is given to deviations of mean product characteristics from their target
values. For t = oo, Taguchi's C(Y;t) is dependent on the probability distribution
of Y, and to a second order approximation, equals3 k( 1 + 3-2 )/I.2 Throughout this
chapter we interpret C(Y; t) in terms of moments of Y. This is very desirable in the
2We assume here that the loss function is analytic.
3 This result will be proved in Section 4.
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context of this chapter since it allows for sinmple comparisons between loss functions.
Most random variables are specified by their moments; hence the transformation in-
duced by a loss function may be studied in terms of the effects of various moments
of Y on the resulting quality cost function. This chapter concentrates on the effect
of the first two moments since they are the most fundamental in specifying Y.
It is appropriate at this stage to compare Box's views on this subject. Box [6]
utilizes the same quadratic loss function for nominal-is-best characteristics. Hence his
conclusions are the same as those of Taguchi. For the smaller-the-better and larger-
the-better cases, Box does not provide an explicit formula for the loss or cost functions.
Rather, he assigns no importance to dispersion of product characteristic, thereby
making C(Y; t) a monotonic function of A. only. Thus, for the smaller-the-better
characteristic, Box's C(Y; 0) is a monotonic function of C[L(Y; 0)], where L(y; 0) =
ky. For the larger-the-better characteristic, Box's C(Y; oo) generally may not be
written as £[L(Y; oo)] for some L(y; oo), but will be seen to be a special case of the
way quality cost is quantified in Section 6 of this chapter.
It is clear from the above presentation that further work is needed to investigate
properties of quality cost functions. In particular, is it indeed true that dispersion
is always undesirable? And what is the relative contribution of dispersion to quality
cost for various loss functions? This chapter addresses these issues by introducing the
concept of a ":a" map for visualizing properties of cost functions, and by defining
"sensitivity ratio" and "weight ratio" to quantify the contribution of dispersion to
quality cost. These necessary prerequisites form the contents of Section 2.
In Section 3, we show that for the smaller-the-better characteristic, a great deal
of care should be taken in choosing the appropriate loss function, since lower costs for
larger or can result for loss functions whose derivative with respect to y is a decreasing
function of y! In addition, we investigate the relative contribution of dispersion to
quality cost for the power family of loss functions for which L(y; 0) oc yP,p > 0. It
may be noted that Taguchi's and Box's criteria are special cases with p = 2 and
p = 1 respectively. Sections 4 and .5 address the same issues for the larger-the-better
and nominal-is-best cases, with particular attention paid to L(y; oo) oc yP, p < 0 and
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L(y;t) c - tP,P > 0, respectively.
Section 6 proposes defining cost functions directly in terms of the second-order
statistics of Y rather than through the loss fitnction as is currently done, and dis-
cusses its advantages. Section 7 generalizes the concepts discussed in this chapter for
products with multiple characteristics and Section 8 treats dynamic systems. Finally,
Section 9 discusses some of our results and proposes new research directions.
2.1 "Mean:Dispersion Map", Sensitivity Ratio and
Weight Ratio
In order to facilitate future discussions in this chapter, this section introduces the
concept of the ":or" map as a tool for visualizing properties of cost functions. In
addition, it defines two measures of the relative contribution of dispersion to quality
cost; "sensitivity ratio" is a local measure of this contribution, whereas "weight ratio"
is a global measure.
The : " map shows contours of constant quality cost, C(i,o;t), for various
values of mean (abscissa) and dispersion (ordinate). Here, and in the rest of this
chapter, we use C(t, or; t) to denote C(Y;t) in order to make the dependence on
the location and dispersion measures, i. and , explicit4 . An example of the it.:r
map is shown in Figure 2-1 for L(y;t = 0) = k(1 - ey 2 /32), where Y has a Gamma
distribution. The contour lines further away from the null contour point (it. = t, O =
0), with C(1s = t, o = 0;t) = 0, correspond to higher cost. This is due to two
conditions. First, contour lines do not cross, as will be shown momentarily. Second,
on the horizontal axis ( -= 0), C((t,a = 0;t) = L(p;t) where C(t, = 0;t) _
C(po - 0; t), and hence cost increases as it moves further away from t. We assume
here, and in the rest of this chapter, that L(pl;t) > L(Pt2;t) if > 2 > t or
I < 2 < t. From the expression C(it, a = O;t) = L(it;t), it is also clear that the
4If the probability density of y is parameterized by more than two variables, C(Y; t) may be
written as a function of higher moments. Such cases usually do not occur in practice and hence will
not be treated in this chapter.
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cost at each contour line may be readily calculated fromll its intersection point with
the horizontal axis; thus making labeling of contours unnecessary.
We now define a local measure of the relative contribution of dispersion to quality
cost, and relate it to the :o map. We define this "sensitivity ratio", S(Lt,O;t), as
the ratio of sensitivity-of-cost-to-dispersion and sensitivity-of-cost-to-mlean. Mathe-
matically, S(p, o-; t) = Acl; for t > t and ac'9a for it < t. The negative sign is
introduced so that the sensitivity of cost to mean is positive if higher cost is encoun-
tered due to a move of mean away from target value.
By expanding C(L, r;t), we note that:
dC =-d acI + - dao (2.2)
Since for each contour line dC = 0,
da' O¢'/Ottdo- _ laft (2.3)
This means that the slope of a contour line at a particular mean and dispersion
yields the sensitivity ratio S(/t, o; t). FroIm Equation (2.3), we may also deduce that
contour lines do not intersect or cross, since OC/&10 and OC/Oa., and hence da/diL,
are uniquely defined.
Note also that the contour lines intersect the horizontal axis at right angles for
any cost function defined as the ensemble average of an analytic loss function, i.e.
S(p, - 0;t) = 0. This should be clear since L(y;t) = L(It;t) + L'(lt;t)(y- it.) +
L"(#t;t)(y- )2 + o(ly- 12). Hence5, C(¢ , o,; t) = L(t; t) + 2L"(., t) 2 + o(2), and
0,-~)= o
coo'
The :a maps may be utilized in two ways relevant to the purposes of this chapter.
First, the slope of contour lines at the point (i, a-) may be utilized to compute the
sensitivity ratio as has been outlined above. This provides a local measure of the
relative effect of dispersion on quality cost. Second, the map immediately reveals
whether or not the given cost function is a locally increasing function of dispersion.
So(z)/z - 0 as - 0.
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The :a map described above provides only a local measure of the contribution
of dispersion. To obtain a global measure we define the "weight ratio", W(tt, o; t) =
G(0)/C ( ), as the ratio of the cost component due to dispersion C (°) and the cost
component due to deviation of mean from target, C'( ' ), where C' ) = C(it., = 0;t),
and C (° ) = C(/t,o-;t)- C(). Thus, the cost function C([t, ;t) is interpreted as
the sum of cost due to dispersion C (O) and the cost C(p) resulting from all product
realizations having characteristics equal to it. The decomposition of C(It., o; t) can
also be made in other ways. However, the above decomposition into C(M) and C(O° ) is
useful because the resulting W is simple, captures the essence of our objectives, and
is independent of scale, i.e. if C(It,oa;t) oc Cb(lt, a;t) then the weight ratio is the
same for the two cost functions Ca and Cb.
The weight ratio may be computed using VW(it,o;t) = C(pi, o;t)/L(It;t)-1.
Alternatively, W(it, ;t) may be written as W(pi,o;t) = £[L ¢ )L(Y;t) - 1. In
other words, for a given mean, W + 1 may be interpreted as the ensemble average of
L*(Y;t), where L*(Y;t) equals the normalized L(Y;t) such that L*(1 ;t) = 1. This
interpretation will be used in Sections 3 and 4.
2.2 The Smaller-The-Better Characteristic
For the smaller-the-better characteristic. y takes only values greater than the zero
target value. The loss function used by Taguchi [15] in this case is L(y; 0) = ky 2.
The resulting quality cost function, C(;t,a; 0) = k(t 2 + a 2 ), has several properties:
First, it depends only on second-order statistics of Y. Second, quality cost increases
as dispersion increases. Third, C(l, o; 0) is a monotonically increasing function of
mean. Fourth, quality cost is as sensitive to dispersion as it is to deviation of mean
from zero target value so that S(/t, a; 0) = a/it. Fifth, the components of quality cost
due to dispersion, C(S) = k] 2 , and deviation of mean from target, (() = k 2 , have
equal weight so that W(t, u; 0) = (/i.) 2 . Sixth, the component of quality cost due
to dispersion is independent of the mean.
The lt:a map for Taguchi's quadratic loss function is illustrated in Figure 2-2
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(b). We can derive from the ft:o map the second, third and fourth properties of the
quadratic loss function. Although this is of limited utility for the simple quadratic
loss function, it is used here to practice 'reading' the maps, and will be beneficial
when making comparisons with respect to other loss functions. The range of Il. in
our t: maps is 0 through 12, thus including numbers between 1 and 10. This range
has been chosen to accommodate the needs of industrial design where the means of
interesting parameters generally vary less than an order of magnitude. These maps
may thus be used by normalizing them.
The cost contour map in Figure 2-2 (b) for Taguchi's quadratic loss function
illustrates the second property, since, for any t, contour lines to the right (i.e those
representing higher cost) are encountered as a increases. Similarly, it is also clear
that quality cost is a monotonically increasing function of lp. The sensitivity ratio at
different points in the (, o) plane may be calculated directly from the plot, and it is
clear that for a = it, the sensitivity ratio is unity.
In order to show that Taguchi's quadratic loss function is not universally applicable
and that dispersion is not necessarily undesirable, we present a real example for which
quality cost decreases as dispersion increases for a fixed mean. This is the subject of
Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we prove that, for most practical situations, quality cost is
a monotonically decreasing function of a if the marginal loss is a decreasing function of
y. The remainder of Section 3.2 studies properties of quality cost functions resulting
from the power family of loss functions. This family, represented by Lp(y; 0) = ky P
for 0 < p < oo, is very rich in that it may be used to model a variety of loss functions,
and exhibits a wide range of properties depending on the value of p.
2.2.1 Case Study: Yield of Integrated Circuits
One of the major aims of integrated circuit (IC) manufacturers is to maximize the
proportion of non-defective chips resulting from a wafer. Although this problem has
many dimensions, we shall concentrate on a single aspect, namely, the effect of defect
density on the proportion of defective chips. The object of investigation is defect
density rather than yield because the former is independent of the of the size of chips,
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whereas the latter is a function of the chip area. Study of defect density thus allows
optimization of manufacturing processes without specifying the chip size.
Let r denote the susceptible area (e.g. the area of a chip for which any defect
is fatal), and y equal the density of spot defects per unit area in its vicinity. This
defect density y is often called the spot defect density. The quality loss L(y; 0), equals
k(1-e e -r Y) [16], where k is the monetary loss due to a single defective chip. It should
be clear from Figure 2-3 (a), which graphically illustrates this loss function, that the
marginal loss is a decreasing function of y. This is the case since a chip is defective
regardless of its non-zero number of defects.
The defect density is frequently empirically modeled as having a Gammia proba-
bility distribution [17], with probability density p(y) of the form
p ,y Y -1e - y/a
= y for y > 0 (2.4)
r(j )a(2
where a > 0,/3 > 0, and r() is defined by
r() j | y3'1e-ydy for > 0 (2.5)
The mean of Gamma distribution is given by it = a/3, and its variance o.2 equals a2/3.
Equivalently, the parameters of the probability distribution may be calculated using
a = 2/y and 3 = 1L2/O2. In Figure 2-4 (a) we show the Gammia density for various
values of mean and dispersion. For 3 < 1, p(y) tends to infinity as y tends to zero,
whereas for 3 = 1, p(y) converges to a value of 1/a at the origin. When d> 1, p(y)
tends to zero at the origin and the distribution has a single mode at y = a(13 - 1).
According to [18], the Gamma distribution becomes similar to a normal distribution
for U > 15.
It can be shown [19] that the cost function for this IC example is given by6
r#72 _2 2C(a,/I;0) = 1- (1 + ra)- = 1- (1 + 1 (2.6)
It
6Through the remainder of this subsection, we assume k = 1 without loss of generality.
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We prove algebraically in Theorem 2.2.1 that, for any value of mean defect density
and susceptible area, cost decreases as increases! We can also reach the same
conclusion using our t:oa map shown in Figure 2-5. It is clear that for any value of it,
contours to the left (i.e. those with lower cost) are encountered as increases, and
hence C(I, oa; 0) is a monotonically decreasing function of o-.
In Figure 2-6 we illustrate the effect of dispersion on the number of defective
chips in a wafer. The mean defect density in the left and right wafers is the same,
and dispersion is higher for the right wafer. It is clear that higher dispersion results
in a large number of defects in some chips and a small number in others. Since the
number of non-zero defects in a chip is irrelevant to its functionality, the wafer with
higher dispersion yields a larger number of non-defective chips.
As an intermediate step towards proving Theorem 3.1, it is relevant to examine
the limiting behavior of C(t, o; 0), for a given mean and susceptible area, as a - 0
and - -+ o-o. Let x denote , then 1C(it, r; 0) {(1 + 2 )z}-r . As - 0, x o,r~ ~ ~~~~~!~-, As=r -- - 0O, --o,
hence (1 + 1 )2 e, and C 1 - e- r l. This result can also be deduced by noting that
C(, - 0;t) = L(jt;t), as has been shown previously. With regard to the limiting
behavior as oo, note that x - 0; hence (1 + 1) _ 1, resulting in C(p.,o;0O)
x
approaching zero!
Theorem 2.2.1 For any given t and r. C(t,;0) = 1 - (1 + R2 )_22/o2 is a 7ono-
tonically decreasing function of a.
Proof:
We prove that (1 + r2 )y,. 2 /o,2 decreases as a decreases. Let x = ; then increases
as a decreases. According to [20], (1 + -) is a monotonically increasing function of 
for x > 0. Hence 1 - C(It, u; 0) = [(1 + )~]-rg is a monotonically decreasing function
of x, i.e. it decreases as a decreases. 
It is interesting to know whether we would reach the same conclusion if the defect
density is modeled as having Weibull or lognormal distributions. We restrict our
attention to these three cases (counting Gamma also), since among non-negative two-
parameter distributions, these are commonly used for modeling industrial processes.
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The probability density of the Weibull distribution is given by
p(y) = c3y3- 1- ' y for y > (2.7)
where a > 0,3 > 0. The mean and variance of the Weibull distribution are t =
(1/a)br(1 + b), and or2 = (1/a)2 b{r(1 + 2b)- 2(1 + b)}, where b = 1//. Thus
0.2 r_ + b
2 - r(1+6) - 1. Although there does not exist a simple explicit expression for ct and
b in terms of mean and dispersion, we can use the approximation derived in Appendix
A for all practical purposes. In Figure 2-4 (b) the Weibull density is shown for various
values of mean and dispersion. At the origin, p(y) tends to infinity, iv, and zero for
13 < 1,,3 = 1, and 3 > 1 respectively. For 3 > 0, the distribution has a single mode
at y = (31)1/. According to [18], the Weibull distribution resembles the Gaussian
distribution for 13 3.6.
The probability density of the lognormal distribution is given by
p(y) 1 e-( l Ogy-a) 2 /2b2 for y > 0 (2.8)
where b > 0. The mean and variance are A = ¢~+O.5b2 and aC2 = C2a+b 2(Cb2 - 1).
The distribution parameters may be calculated using eb2 = ,2 + 1, and e- 2 ' -
( + 1)/p 2. Unlike the Gamma and WeibuUll distributions, the probability density
for the lognormal distribution always approaches a value of zero at the origin. The
shape of the lognormal distribution is shown in Figure 2-4 (c). The single mode of
the density is at y = ec -b2. For a < 0.2, the lognormal distribution resembles the
Gaussian according to [18].
The p:a maps for the Weibull and lognormal distributions with L(y;0) = 1 -
e- 'Y were computed by numerical integration but are not shown here due to space
considerations. These plots are qualitatively similar to those corresponding to the
Gamma distribution, and hence we can conclude that C(p., r;0) is a monotonically
decreasing function of dispersion in these cases also.
Throughout this chapter, plots are shown for a single distribution because of space
limitations. Unless otherwise stated, the reader should assume that the correspond-
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ing plots were computed for the remaining distributions and that these graphs are
qualitatively similar to the ones shown in this chapter7.
2.2.2 Loss Functions for the Smaller-The-Better Character-
istic
The previous subsection showed that, for exponential loss functions of the form
L(y;O0) = k(1- eY), where r > 0, the cost function is a monotonically decreas-
ing function of or for the Gamma, Weibull and lognormal falmlily of distributions. In
this section we prove in Theorem 3.3 that for "regular" probability densities (to be
defined shortly), the cost function is a monotonically decreasing (increasing) function
of a if the marginal loss, dL(y;t), is a decreasing (increasing) function of y. We alsody
investigate the influence of dispersion on quality cost (as measured by the sensitivity
and weight ratios) for various members of the power family of loss functions.
Throughout this section, we utilize "regular" probability distributions, which are
idealizations of general probability densities, to make simple and intuitive predictions
about the subjects of this section. Although the Gamma, Weibull, and lognormal
distributions are not "regular", it will be clear by the end of this section that our
predictions are true nevertheless. Precise observations with regards to the three
distributions are made using It:o maps.
We define "regular" probability densities as those having symmetry about their
mean, and having the property that for al > 0r2, F(y;it, 1 ) > F(y;ft, 2) for y <
it, and F(y;/A,oir) < F(y;A, 2 ) for y > . Here F(y; it, ) denotes the probability
distribution of Y with mean t and dispersion a. The Gaussian and Laplace distribu-
tions are examples of regular distributions.
In order to get an intuitive feeling for why Theorem 3.3 is true, prior to prov-
ing it, consider the random variable Z = L(Y;t = 0); Figure 2-7 (left) shows the
transformation of Y for an L with decreasing marginal loss. The graph shows this
transformation for a regular distribution with the same mean and two different disper-
7Every plot is calculated for the Gamma, Weibull and lognormal distributions. For the nominal-
is-best characteristic, plots are computed for the Gaussian distribution also.
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sions. The portion of the loss function above £(Y) tends to increase £(Z), whereas
the portion below (Y) tends to decrease (Z). Clearly, the convexity of the loss
function causes the 'center of gravity' for the resulting distribution of Z to be lowered
more for the case of Y with larger . Opposite arguments may be made for a loss
function with increasing marginal loss, as shown in Figure 2-7 (right).
We would now like to formalize the above in Theorem 3.3, but first we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.2 For a symmetric probability density p(y) with mean t, dispersion 
and p(y) = 0 for Iy - p[ > 7 > 0, the quality cost C(i, o; t) is given by
(pa;t) = L(u;t) + f_[L'(2p - y;t)- L'(y;t)]F(y;t,ao)dy (2.9)
where L'(y;t) is the derivative of L(y;t) with respect to y.
Proof:
C(#i,o;t) = f,+17 L(y;t)p(y)dy. Integrating by parts yields
C(u, a;t) = [L(y;t)F(y; t,o,)]+- J L'(y; t)F(y; t, a)dy
~+1
= L( + ; t)-f L'(y;t)F(y; t, o)dy
We have assumed here that L(y;t)F(y;i.,) 0 as y - p - . Because the density
is symmetric
JA+77 AHf L'(y;t)F(y; j, o)dy = j L'(2t - y; t)[1 - F(y; it, a)]dy
= L(p + ri; t) - L(p.; t) - L'(21 - y; t)F(y; p, a)dy
Hence C(p, a;t) = L(/;t) + fp_,7[L'(2t - y;t)- L'(y;t)]F(y;p,a)dy 
Theorem 2.2.3 For regular probability distributions. C(t, a; t) is an increasing (de-
creasing) function of if the non-negative marginal loss (dL/dy) is an increasing
(decreasing) function of y.
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Proof:
Let oa > 2 , then by the above lemma
C( ,ao;t) - C(#,o 2 ;t) = j [L'(2 l t - y;t) - L'(y;t)][F(y;t.,c1 ) -F(y;,c2)]dy
(2.10)
Since F(y;p , r,) > F(y; p, o 2) for y E [t-?7, ], we conclude that C(It, 1; t) is greater
(less) than C(p, o2;t) if L'(2t - y;t) is greater (less) than L'(y;t) for y E [- 71, P].
We have assumed here that L'(y;t) is non-negative since L(y;t) is a monotonically
increasing function of y for the smaller-the-better characteristic. The theorem is
proved by noting that L'(21 - y;t) is greater (less) than L'(y;t) for y E [ - 71,] if
the marginal loss is an increasing (decreasing) function of y. 
It is interesting at this stage to examine the behavior of C(,c ; 0) for a loss
function with an increasing then decreasing marginal loss. Such a loss function is
given by L(y;0) = k(1 - ey 2) with s > 0 and is shown in Figure 2-3 (b). Clearly
L(y; 0) behaves like a quadratic for small y, and a warped exponential for large y.
The point of inflection is at y = 1//Vs. Based on Theorem 3.3, we should expect
C(I, o; 0) to be an increasing function of a for t. < 1/ V' and a decreasing function of
a for p > 1/V'. These predictions are for < a,, with the threshold c,, depending
on the value of p. For large values of ur when p < 1/x/s we should expect the cost
to be a decreasing function of a due to the domination of the second part of the loss
function. The p:a map shown in Figure 2-1 supports our predictions.
We thus conclude that dispersion is desirable for cases where L(y; 0) is bounded
and the region of operation is far from the ideal value. Needless to say, this is the
case in a large number of practical situations.
For the rest of this section we concentrate our attention on the power family of
loss functions with Lp(y; O) = kyP, p > O. This family of loss functions is illustrated in
Figure 2-3 (c). We would like to answer three basic questions. First, is Cp(p.,';O) =
£[Lp(Yl'; 0)] a decreasing function of a for p < 1, and an increasing function of ur for
p > 1, as Theorem 3.3 regarding regular densities would predict? Second, what type
of dependence does the sensitivity ratio Sp(p, o; 0) have on p and o? Third, how is
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the weight ratio Wp(y, a,; ) related to the parameters p and oa?
In order to answer the above questions, we present formulas for cost functions,
weight ratios and sensitivity ratios with regards to the Gamma, Weibull and lognormal
distributions. In the equations below, /,(x) = In r(x) is the diganima function.
For the Gamma distribution:
kr( + o) p
r(p)
r(p + 2/,2) 
r(t2 /2 ) ( it
_ r(p + .2/2)(2 )P 
r(t2 /a2 ) jt2
for /3 > -p
1
0. p(o / t) /2




For the Weibull distribution:
Cp(A, aY; 0)
WP(, O; 0)
S;'O (, O; 0)
= ka-p6 r(1 + pb) for 1/b > -p (2.14)
r(1l+ pb)a
= p b)- 1 where b is an increasing function of (-)(2.15)FP( + b) t.
o' 1 d(o./ 1t)
= -- + (2.16) It V,(l +pb)-¢(l + b) db
For the lognormal distribution:
Cp', O.; 0)
Wp(#., ; 0)
Sp' (, ; )




= [2 + 1(p-)/ 2 1
a 1 + (./#.)2




Note that both the weight and sensitivity ratios are functions of o/pt. This is part
of a more general result shown in Appendix B, which states that if BW is a function
of a/It, then Sp is also for the power family of loss functions. In fact the formulas for






Figure 2-2 (a) shows tt:ao- maps for the case 0 < p < 1. For p = 1, quality cost is not
a function of dispersion, and hence the contour lines are vertical and Sp=1 (it, a; 0) 0.
For the remaining values of 0 < p < 1, contour lines to the left (i.e. representing
lower cost) are encountered as ao- increases. Hence cost is a monotonically decreasing
function of a. A more quantitative treatment will be made when analyzing weight
ratio. Using a similar argument, it is also clear that cost is an increasing function of
mean. Although the type of dependence of sensitivity ratio onI p and a are apparent
from the tt:a maps, a more quantitative description is given below.
In Figure 2-8 (a) we plot contour lines for the sensitivity ratio, with a/it as ordinate
and the exponent p as abscissa. Recall that Sp=l(t, a; 0) = 0. Three aspects become
clear from the figure. First, S < 0 for 0 < p < 1. Second, ISI is a decreasing function
of p. Third, for any exponent p, ISI first increases then decreases as a/tlt increases.
We now make observations for the case p > 1. From Figure 2-2 (b), which shows
the p:a maps, the following two points are clear. First, is an increasing function
of u. Second, for values of p > 2, and large a/it, cost decreases as It increases! The
second property is more apparent from the contour map of S shown in Figure 2-8
(b), where S is negative for p > 2 and /it. > p*(p), with the threshold a decreasing
function of p. Note also that ISI is a decreasing function of p and /I. in the region
where S is negative. For the region where S > 0, sensitivity ratio is an increasing
function of the exponent p. Separating the two regions of negative and positive S is
the contour corresponding to S-1 = 0. It should be clear that this contour approaches
the vertical line p = 2 as a/t oo, since Sp=2(#., a; 0) = a/it..
We begin consideration of the weight ratio by examining regular densities. Based
on Theorem 3.3, we expect W(/t, a; 0) > 0 to be an increasing function of a for p > 1.
For 0 < p < 1, we expect Wp(, ;0) < 0, and IWp(t,;0)l to be an increasing
function of a. With regard to the dependence of V on p, recall the interpretation of
W + 1 as the ensemble average of a loss function which is unity for y = it.. It is clear
from Figure 2-3 (c) that weight ratio should be an increasing function of p for p > 1.
We can make our argument more precise by noting that the following equation may
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be easily derived from Lemma 3.2
Wp(t~, i;0) =] -[p(2t.- y)P- - pyP-']F(y; p,c )dy (2.20)
Let = . Then
(1
-l[p(2-_ y)p- pyP-4 ] = P [(2 - .)P- ] (2.21)
Clearly, for 1 < P2 < p, the following inequality is true for 0 < x < 1
0 < (2 - X)P2l - XP2- 1 < (2 - x)P 1- - z p - ' (2.22)
Hence Wp(/t, o; 0) is an increasing function of p for all values of mean and dispersion.
For the case of 0 < P2 < P1 < 1, the following inequality is satisfied for 0 < x < 1.
(2 - )P2 - _ P2-1 < (2 - x)P1-1 - zPi-l < 0 (2.23)
In spite of the correct ordering, the negativity of the values disallows the existence of
any simple statements with regard to W(1 i, o; 0). However, upon closer examination
of (2.23), we deduce that Wpl is an increasing function of p for 0 < p 0.5, and a
decreasing function of p for 0.5 < p < 1. This is clear from Figure 2-9 which plots
p[(2 - )p-l - xP-'1.
Figure 2-10 (a) and (b) show contour lines for weight ratios with /f. as ordinate
and p as abscissa. Recall that Wp=l(o, t.;0) = 0. Figure 2-10 (a) is for 0 < p < 1 and
Figure 2-10 (b) is for p > 1. It is clear from the plots that our predictions based on
regular densities are correct s.
In summary, if we wish to choose a loss function from the power family of loss
functions for cases where dispersion is undesired, we should choose one with 1 < p < 2.
A higher value of p in this range allows for greater contribution of dispersion to quality
cost.
8Some of the properties of Wp and S may also be readily derived algebraically.
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For cases where dispersion is desired, a choice of smaller p with 0.5 < p < 1 yields
a larger contribution of dispersion to quality cost. For 0 < p < 0.5, we get conflicting
results between the sensitivity ratio and weight ratio. It should also be noted that
the range of values of sensitivity and weight ratios for 0 < p < 1 is much smaller than
that for 1 < p < 2. Hence the parameter p is much more effective for controlling
contribution of dispersion to quality cost for the case when dispersion is undesired in
comparison to when dispersion is desired.
Finally, choice of p > 2 should be avoided unless the loss function is epirically
derived or a/lt is small enough that the sensitivity ratio does not become negative
for any regions of operation.
2.3 The Larger-The-Better Characteristic
For the larger-the-better characteristic, y takes only positive values less than the
infinite target value t. The loss function used by Taguchi [4] is L(y; A) = k/y 2 . The
cost function is clearly dependent on the probability distribution of Y. However for
small oa, C(L,a; oo) - k(1 + -2 )/# 2 . This can be derived by taking the ensemble
average of the second-order Taylor series expansion of L(y; co) around y = it.
In the previous section regarding the smaller-the-better case, we showed that in a
number of practical situations dispersion is desired despite intuition to the contrary.
In this section we shall show that for most practical situations dispersion is undesired
for the larger-the-better characteristic. We shall also investigate the degree of con-
tribution of dispersion to quality cost for the power family of loss functions given by
Lp(y; oo) = kyP for -oo < p < 0, and illustrated in Figure 2-3 (d).
In order to start the discussion, consider the cost function generated by L(y, oo) =
ke- Y2 . The resulting C(p, a; oo) is k- C(t, a; 0), where C(l;, ; 0) is the correspond-
ing cost function discussed for the smaller-the-better case. The t:a map for s = 1/32
where Y has a Gamma distribution is shown in Figure 2-1 with contours to the left
corresponding to higher cost. From Figure 2-1 it is clear that for most practical sit-
uations the region of operation in the (, a) plane is such that cost is an increasing
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function of r for the bell-shaped loss functions.
We wish now to justify the statement that, for most practical purposes, quality
cost for the larger-the-better characteristic is an increasing function of for the
general class of loss functions. The following theorem may be proven in a manner
similar to that of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 2.3.1 For regular probability distributions, C(y, a; t) is an increasing (de-
creasing) function of a if IdL(y;t)/dyI is a decreasing (increasing) function of y. We
assume L(y; t) is a monotonically decreasing futnction of y.
For the larger-the-better case, dL(y; oo)/dyl is always a decreasing function of y
for large y, since L(y; oo) can never become negative. For most practical situations
this is the region of operation. Hence, in general, C(., a; o) is a monotonically
increasing function of a. This is in sharp contrast to the smaller-the-better case,
where no such restriction exists.
We would now like to devote the rest of this section to investigating the degree
of contribution of dispersion to quality cost for the power family of loss functions.
But before doing this let us just mention that a good class of loss functions for the
larger-the-better characteristic is L(y; oo) = ke-7 Y,r > . The resulting C(/t., 0; ex)
is k- C(1 ,a, 0) where C(lt, ;O 0) is the corresponding cost function discussed for the
smaller-the-better case. The it:ar maps are shown in Figure 2-5 with contours to tlhe
left corresponding to higher cost for any given r.
Figure 2-2 (c) shows the #t.:o maps for Lp(y; oo) = kyP,p < O. The formulas are
exactly the same as those in Section 3.2. It is clear that C'p(p., a; oo) is an increasing
function of a. and a decreasing function of .. Although the behavior of sensitivity
ratio is apparent from the figure, a more quantitative analysis is given below.
In Figure 2-8 (c) we plot contour lines for the sensitivity ratio, with Or/1. as ordinate
and IPI as abscissa. Sp(, ; oo) are negatives of Sp(It, a; 0) given in Section 3.2. It is
clear that S > 0, and S is an increasing function of IpI. In addition S is an increasing
function of at// for most operating conditions9 .
9For the lognormal distribution S is an increasing then decreasing function of alp/. with the
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Analysis of the weight ratio may be made in a manner similar to that of Section
3.2. Thus, we conclude that W > 0 is an increasing function of ar for regular densities.
In addition, we expect from Figure 2-3 (d) that IV is an increasing function of IPI for
regular densities. Mathematically, Wp is given by Equation (2.20). For Pl < P2 < 0,
the following inequality holds for 0 < < 1.
0 < (2 - x) - XP2 1 < (2 - x)P1-1 - xY,- (2.24)
Hence Wp(jt, u;oo) is an increasing function of Ipl. It is clear from Figure 2-10 (c)
that the above observations are indeed true.
2.4 The Nominal-Is-Best Characteristic
In many instances of practical interest, product characteristics have values both larger
than and smaller than the target value. We denote such characteristics as nominal-
is-best, thus including p-nominal-is-bestl ° (where 0 < t < o and y is non-negative)
and signed-target (where -oo < t < oo and -oo < y < oc) [21]. The loss function
used by Taguchi and Box, L(y; t) = k(y-t )2, is an approximation to the general class
of analytic loss functions. The resulting cost function C(t, a;t) = k[(p. - t)2 + o.2]
gives equal emphasis to dispersion and to deviation of mean from target value. More
specifically, S(it, a;t) = /It- t and W(.,u;t) = (Pt)2.
For the larger-the-better characteristics, we showed that although there may be
instances where dispersion is desired, such cases usually do not occur in practice. In
this section we shall show that, irrespective of the loss function used, C(., o,;t) is
always an increasing function of ar if it - t, i.e. t - tl/o is small. In addition, we
shall study the influence of dispersion on quality cost for the power family of loss
functions given by L(y;t) = kly- tlP,p > 0.
threshold occurring at o'/ z 0.3 for p = -10 and cr/t 0.5 for p = -1. For the Gamma
and Weibull distributions, S is an increasing function of o/,x for all practical purposes, since the
sensitivity ratio is undefined for large cr/ and Ipl.
°Our terminology.
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We can investigate the effect of dispersion on quality cost by examining two ex-
treme cases for regular densities. These are it < 1 and ,tl > 1. For t > 1, i.e.
for small dispersion with the mean greater than target value, the values taken by Y
are mostly in the region y > t; hence Theorem 3.3 is applicable. A similar argument
may be made for t- > 1 with the behavior of C(, o; t) dictated by Theorem 4.1.
We thus conclude that C(t, o; t) is an increasing (decreasing) function of if the
local marginal loss function is an increasing (decreasing) function of y.
For the case of pt t, recall that:
C(1, 0; t) - C(!, a 2; t) = [L'(2it - y;t)- L'(y;t)][F(y;At,a)- F(y; l,2)]dy
-r/
Since L'(2t-y;t) > and L'(y;t) < fory E [-71,it], wehave L'(2t-y;t)-L'(y;t) >
0 for y E [ - ,it]. Hence C(t,aOl;t) - C1(.,o 2 ;t) > 0 for rr1 > 2 and t. - t. This
result may also be derived by graphical arguments in a manner similar to that of
Section 3.2.
For the rest of this section we concentrate our attention on the power family of
loss functions with Lp(y;t) = kly -tlP,p > 0. We would like to answer the following
questions. First, is Cp(p, u; t) an increasing function of for . - t, irrespective of
the value of p, as the above argument regarding regular densities suggests? Second,
for lte > 1, is Cp(L,a;t) an increasing (decreasing) function of a for p greater (less)
than unity, as predicted above? Third, what type of dependence does p(At, or; t) and
Wp(tt, a; t) have on p and or?
In order to answer these questions, we present formulas for the cost function,
weight ratio, and sensitivity ratio for the Gaussian distribution". For Gamma,
Weibull, and lognormal distributions' 2 , we only present expressions of quality cost
for integer values of p, since no simple algebraic formulas exist otherwise.
IlThe Gaussian distribution may be used for signed-target characteristics.
12Gamma, Weibull and lognormal distributions may be used for p-nominal-is-best characteristics
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For the Gaussian distribution
Cp (it, o; t) = k I 7Pr(p + 1)e-(2 g
Wp(I, O; t)
Sp (o-; t)
1 O' _- 
- =1 el Pr(p + 1)e( ) 2 g - 1
a2 cr i
_ g
- -p a rlit - t - t z[D-p(-z) - D-p(z)] - pg
where g = D_(p+l)(-z) + D_(p+l)(z), D,(x) is the parabolic cylinderical function,
and z = - t)/o. Note that we can show in a manner similar to Appendix B that,
for the power family of loss functions, Sp is a function of o/(p - t) if I'Vp is.
For Lp(y; t) = kly - tl P, where p is even, we can use the binomial theorem to show
that
i=p
Cp=-vn(, O; t) = Z(-1 )'( P-)tP-'c(lt , o; 0) (2.28)
i=O 
where Ci(it, a;0) = k£(Yi) and is listed in Section 3.2 for the Gamma, Weibull and
lognormal distributions.
Similarly, we can show that for p odd
i=p
p =od(A, ;t) = (-1)'()tP-i[C(t,o,; 0) - 2C (jt,ol1' > t)]
i=O 
(2.29)
where C(t,o- alY > t) = k ' yPp(y)dy.
For the Gamma distribution:
CP(.,oiY > t) = k r (P 13;t/a) pr(/3)




For the Weibull distribution






For the lognormal distribution:
p(~,clY > t) = ep+5P 23erfc(ln( - aP (2.32)2~~~~~~~~~~~(.2C7~(~u~ojY> t) 2 v 2\/13 v"2
In the above equations
erfc(x) = Gil e-t2 dtr(v;x) = tvle-tdt (2.33)
In Figure 2-2 (d) we plot the w:o maps for the Gaussian distribution for Lp(y; t) =
kly-tlP with p = 0.5, 1,2,3. It is clear that for It-til/a >> 1, Cp(L., cr; t) is a decreasing
function of o for p = 0.5, an increasing function of a for p = 2 and 3, and unaffected
by a for p = 1. For the case of t - tlo < 1, note from the Figure that Cp(p,o;t)
is always an increasing function of a as predicted. The t;o plots for the Gamma,
Weibull, and lognormal distributions are similar to that of the Gaussian except that,
for o- > 0.3g and p 2, C(;t,u;t) does not necessarily increase as it moves away
from the target value, i.e. peaks of the contours do not occur at the target value!
Note however, that for most practical situations, the region of operation is such that
ur < 0.3/L, and hence the preceding comment is of little practical significance.
It is extremely important at this stage to note that, for purposes of optimal design
of products and manufacturing processes with a nominal-is-best characteristic, the
quality cost function can be regarded as a monotonically increasing function of or,
since the optimal value of t will be close to the target value.
We would now like to devote our attention to sensitivity and weight ratios for the
power family of loss functions. Unfortunately this is only possible for the Gaussian dis-
tribution, since no simple algebraic expressions exist for Cp(it, u; t),p not an integer,
with regards to the other distributions.
Sensitivity and weight ratios for the Gaussian distribution are shown in Figures 2-
8 (d) and 2-10 (d) respectively, with log1o0(lit - tl/) as the ordinate and p as abscissa.
For p = 1, Sp(g,u;t) and Wp(t,ur;t) tend to the value of zero as I[t- t/O increases.
For p < and large lt - tl/a, Sp(A, cr; t) and Wp(#t, a; t) are negative and behave like
those corresponding to the smaller-the-better characteristic. Similarly, for p > 1 and
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large lit- tl/o, S(i, o; t) and Wp(t, o; t) are positive and are increasing functions
of p and or. Finally, we note that for small lit - tl/o, S(t, o;t) and V(,r;t) are
increasing functions of p and o.
We would like to end this section by noting tat, even for such simple loss functions
as the power family of loss functions, analysis of the resulting cost functions for
Gamma, Weibull and lognormal densities are difficult due to the intractability of the
expressions. We propose a solution to this in the next section.
2.5 Direct Cost Functions
The way quality cost is currently defined is as follows: Let L(y;t) be the loss due to
a single product with characteristic y; then C(Y;t) = £[L(Y;t)]. But what does this
mean in reality? To answer this question let y(l),y( 2 ), .,y(N) be characteristics of
N product realizations. Then C(Y; t) .-: L(y(i); t)/N. That is, the total quality
cost per unit product is the arithmetic average of the monetary losses due to each
product. In other words there is no interaction between separate losses.
In closed environments there are cases where the above is true. ence defining
C(Y;t) equal to the probabilistic ensemble average of individual losses is justifiable
and indeed necessary. However, in many practical situations, there is interaction due
to existence of factors such as reputation, the way products are utilized, etc.
It is thus not necessary to define costs through loss functions. Rather, one can
define them directly by picking any suitable function of t and a to represent quality
cost. For instance, any of the C(it, a;t) mentioned in this chapter may be utilized
based on its properties (as measured by sensitivity and weight ratios). This has
the additional advantage that the cost function only depends on the second-order
statistics of Y. After all, consumer groups are usually not susceptible to information
beyond second-order statistics.
Another approach to defining C(It, ca;t) is through () and C ( °), or C(A) and W.
As an example, consider defining C((lt,u;t) = k[(it _ t)2 + f 2] for a finite target
value. Then f can be chosen to yield the appropriate sensitivity and weight ratios,
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where S(/t,; t) = f 1 t and W(, ; t) = f( °t)2.
A generalized form of the cost function is
C(t, v; t) = C(d(l.; t); or) (2.34)
Here d(jt;t) oc C(i, 0;t) and C(d(jt;t); c) is a mnonotonically increasing 3 function of
d and . The distance measure d may be chosen so that it equals a loss function
with the normalization factor, k, equal to unity. Note further that, for most practical
purposes, cost functions for the smaller-the-better and larger-the-better cases derived
by taking the ensemble averages of loss functions can be written in this form, since t
may be written in terms of d(t;t). For the nominal-is-best characteristic, Equation
(2.34) is also a generic representative of quality cost function in the region t
for symmetric loss functions and probability densities having symmetry about their
mean.
It should be noted that Box's criterion for the larger-the-better characteristic,
which could not have been defined through loss functions, miay be written in the
above generalized form with C(d(pt; oo); a) = kd(t; oo).
2.6 Multiple Characteristics
Up to this point we have dealt exclusively with single characteristic products. In this
section, we discuss briefly products with multiple characteristics, where the number
of characteristics equals m; we list three forms of the quality cost function C(/z, M; t)
where u = E(Y), = )(Y -_ )T], with diagonal elements ,ii equal to 04.
The target value is t. For a finite target value ( tiI < oo for i = 1,... , m.) the quadratic
criterion is
C(I, ; t) = [i - t]'K[,t - t + Tr[EK] (2.35)
13For the smaller-the-better characteristic, C may be a decreasing function of o- as seen in Section
3.
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where K is a positive definite matrix. If K is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
ki, then this means that there is no interaction between the various components and
C(t, E; t) = ki(i - t,)2 + kZ
i i
where i, oai and t represent the mean, standard deviation and target value for the
ith characteristic. Note that Equation (2.35) may be interpreted in the framework of
C = £(L) if L(Y;t) is equal to (y- t)TK(y - t).
A simple expression for non-quadratic criteria in the framework of = (L)
exists only if there is no interaction between losses. In this case (jt, T;t) =
Fi C(i)(oi, i; t) and L(/p, E; t)= vi L(i)(i, ori; t), where C(;) and L(s) represent the
individual cost and loss due to the ith characteristic.
Finally, we generalize Equation (2.34) of the single characteristic case to multiple
characteristics. Clearly, the generalization is
C(t, l;t) = C(d(.t;t);a) (2.36)
where d(jt;t) oc C(j,O;t) is a distance measure in R, and = 11 is some
norm of the covariance matrix such as /\E. In the expression above, we assume
that C(d; a) is a monotonically increasing function of d and oa. The generalization
represented by Equation (2.36) is very useful in building multiple characteristic quality
cost functions, since any single characteristic cost function in the form C(d; o) may
be utilized with the appropriate distance and dispersion measures.
2.7 Dynamic Problems
Taguchi [5] defines dynamic systems as those for which both the target values and
product characteristics are functions of a signal factor tu controlled by the user, i.e.
t = t(u), y = y(u), and Y = Y(u) with mean t(ut) and variance a 2(u.). We restrict
our attention in this section to products with single characteristics. The signal factor
u is allowed to take discrete (numerical and otherwise) or continuous values. Our
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objective in this brief section is to list two canonical forms for cost functions.
The quadratic cost function is14
C = j K(tt)[(.(.) - t(.,))2 + a2 (u)]d d.
where K(u) is non-negative for all values of u. In the approach in which C is defined
by taking the ensemble average of a loss function, the above C results from L =
fu K(u)(y(u) - t(u)) 2 du.
Alternatively, C may be defined as
C = C(d(pt(ut);t(u)); o) (2.37)
where d is a distance measure between the two signals jt(u) and t(u.), and a = I1(u.)II
is a norm of the signal a(u). We assume here that C(d; ao) is a monotonically increasing
function of d and a.
Expression (2.37) for cost is very useful, since otherwise the quadratic criterion is
generally the only possible choice due to intractability of other expressions. As is the
case with multiple characteristics, single characterisitic cost functions may be utilized
in building cost functions for dynamic systems by appropriately defining d and a.
2.8 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has provided a general framework for quantifying quality cost that in-
cludes previous approaches as special cases, and can be generalized to products with
multiple characteristics and dynamic behavior. It has negated existing notions that
dispersion is always undesirable for the smaller-the-better characteristic. In addi-
tion it has examined the contribution of dispersion to quality cost for members of
the power family of loss functions for the smaller-the-better, larger-the-better, and
nominal-is-best characteristics. This is useful in selecting the appropriate quality cost
'
4 For discrete u, the expression has summation rather than integration
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function for a particular application. For smaller-the-better characteristics where dis-
persion is undesirable, it was noted that the range of contributions of dispersion to
quality cost for the power family of loss functions is relatively small. IHence a 1)po-
tential research direction is examination of the contribution of dispersion to quality
cost for another family of loss functions, such as the exponential family given by
L(y;0) = k[1 - eY],r > 0. The problem that will be encountered in this research
area is that the resulting sensitivity and weight ratios will in general be functions of
the three parameters, r,/j, and , rather than the two parameters p and o/1it. that
have been encountered in the study of the power family of loss functions, thus making
simple graphical approaches inappropriate.
Another possible research area is development of parameterized families of direct
quality cost functions for smaller-the-better, larger-the-better, nominal-is-best, mul-
tiple, and dynamic characteristics; thus listing the functional dependence of contri-
bution of dispersion to quality cost on the parameters and hence simplifying selection
of the appropriate cost function.
Finally, we would like to remark on the relevance of this chapter to various aspects
of parameter design for optimal product and manufacturing process selection. There
are three distinct research areas in this topic. Issues of formulation represents the
first research area and have been examined in this chapter. The second research area
is investigation of procedures for optimization of quality cost over design parameters.
Our work in Chapter 2 accomplishes this. The third research area is study of efficient
procedures for estimation of relevant unknown parameters in the product and the
manufacturing process model. The procedures described in Chapter .5 are relevant to
products manufactured one at a time. Our investigation has proceeded in the order
given above since, for example, there is no point in estimating parameters irrelevant to
optimization. After all, the objective is optimization rather than modeling. Similarly,
specific optimization procedures can only be formulated if the structure of the problem
is known; for instance we have concluded in this chapter that, for most practical
purposes, quality cost can be written in the form C(d; oa), where d is the distance of





Figure 2-1: map for L(y;)k(le /32); Gamma distribution.
Figure 2-1: ps:o map for L(y;O) = k(1 - e - 2 /32); Gamma distribution.
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Figure 2-2: p/: maps: (a) L(y;0) = kyP with p = 0.25,0.5,0.75,1; (Gamma
distribution. (b) L(y;0) = kyP with p = 1.5,2,2.5,3; Gamma distribution. (c)
L(y; oo) = kyP with p = -0.5,-1,-2,-3; Gamma distribution. L(y;t) = kjy - tP
with p = 0.5,1,2,3; Gaussian distribution. In the above graphs, larger dash sizes
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Figure 2-3: Representative loss functions: (a) L(y; 0) = 1 - e-'yr with r =
0.1,0.2,0.5,2. (b) L(y;0) = 1- e ' 2 with s = 1/100,1/32,1/8,2. (c) L(y;0) = yP
with p = 0.5,1,2,3. (d) L(y;oo) = yP with p = -0.5,-1,-2,-3. In the above
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Figure 2-6: Schematic diagram of wafers with equal mean defect density (spot defects
are represented by dots). The number of non-defective chips is higher for the right




Figure 2-7: Probability density of Z = L(Y; 0) where L'(y; 0) is a decreasing function
of y (left) and an increasing function of y (right). Solid lines correspond to probability























Figure 2-8: Contour maps of S(It, ; t):
distribution. (b) L(y; 0) = kyP with p >
with p < 0; Gamma distribution. (d)
distribution.
(a) L(y;0) = kyP with 0 < < 1; CGamma
1; amma distribution. (c) L(y;oo) = kyP



















Figure 2-9: A = L'(2 - x;t = O)-L'(x;t = 0), where L(x.;t = ) = xP,O < p < 1. A


































with p < 0;
distribution.
Contour maps of W(lt,o;t): (a) L(y;O) = kyP with 0 < p < 1; Gamma
(b) L(y;0) = kyP with p > 1; Gamma distribution. (c) L(y;oo) = kyP










Design of products and manufacturing processes involves decisions at three stages
[21]: concept design requires choice of the particular architecture to be used in man-
ufacturing the product; parameter design involves selection of the design parameter
values; and tolerance design specifies the quality of the 'raw' materials utilized. Pa-
rameter design, advanced by Taguchi [4], can substantially reduce C, the quality cost
per unit product due to nonconformance to specifications, while typically having an
insignificant effect on other cost factors.
In order to explain parameter design mathematically and discuss multistage op-
timization methods, we begin by defining our notation and terminology. Consider
a product concept (e.g. a refrigerator) which is described by its characteristics (e.g.
energy consumed, color, and size). An individual unit, also known as a product re-
alization, has characteristics represented by the vector Y, where the components of 
correspond to the characteristic values for this unit. The ensemble of product realiza-
tions produced by a manufacturer is called the product class. The characteristic of a
product class, denoted by Y, is a random vector due to the uncontrollable variations
that occur in the 'raw materials' that are utilized, conditions under which they are
manufactured, and environments in which the products are used. Clearly, Y depends
on the design parameters, i.e. Y = Y(x) where x E X denotes the design parameter
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values, and X is the set of values that x can have'.
For a given product target value t, C(Y; t) is defined as the average quality cost. per
unit product because of variations in characteristics of the product realizations fromn
the target value. The objective of parameter design is to choose a design parameter
setting which minimizes C(Y(x); t). Mathematically this may be written as: find an
xop E Xopt, where Xpt = { E X: C(Y(f);t < C(Y(x);F) Vx X}. We shall
find it convenient to use the notation Xpt = argmin C(Y(x); t to describe the set of
arguments, Xopt, that minimize the function C(Y(x); t. If Xopt = {xopt}, then we will
use the notation xt = argmin C(Y(x);t) to denote this unique solution2 . Similar
notation is used for optimization with constraints.
In many cases, the objective is optimization of a single continuous component
of the product characteristics. This chapter primarily addresses such cases where
the objective is minimization of C(Y)(x); t), where the scalars Y, t and y denote the
components of Y, t and g respectively. A continuous characteristic can be classified
into smaller-the-better, larger-the-better, and nominal-is-best cases. For the smaller-
the-better case, the product characteristic, Y, takes only values larger than the zero
target value. For the larger-the-better case, Y takes only positive values smaller
than the infinite target value. The nominal-is-best case, for which the product char-
acteristic has values both larger and smaller than the target value, can be divided
into p-nominal-is-best and signed-target cases. In p-nominal-is-best characteristic, Y
takes only positive values. In signed-target characteristic, Y takes both positive and
negative values.
Taguchi uses the quadratic quality cost function C(Y;t) = k[(# - t)2 + cO2] for
nominal-is-best characteristic, where pt. = p.(x) and a = (x) denote the mean and
standard deviation of Y respectively, and k is a constant. For p-nominal-is-best
characteristic, Taguchi defines the signal-to-noise ratio, p, as the ratio of dispersion
to mean 3. For signed-target characteristic. Taguchi defines the SNR as p = Or. In
'Appendix C provides definitions for the standard elementary notations used in discussing sets.
2 Use of such notation will imply an assumption of uniqueness. This notation is not ambiguous
because sets are denoted by capital calligraphic letters whereas its members are represented by
lowercase letters.
3 Taguchi's definition of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is -20 logl0 (o/p.) which is a monotonic func-
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both cases he assumes that the SNR is a function of a non-empty proper subset of the
design parameters, i.e. p = p(xc), where xc is called control parameters. For clarity,
we will assume that the design parameters have been ordered so that x = [x x ]
where the adjustment parameters, xa, represent the remaining design variables.
The methodology Taguchi uses in choosing the design parameter settings for the
nominal-is-best characteristic, with the quadratic cost function, is as follows [5]:
1. Set xc = xc, where xc = argmin p(xc), and p is the appropriate SNR.
2. Set xa equal to x. such that #i(xc x,) = t.
Three questions arise. First, is this multi-stage procedure valid? i.e. is the
computed design parameter value indeed an optimal setting and x = [xc x] E
Xopt? Second, what are the benefits of doing multistage optimization over direct
minimization of C(Y'(x);t)? Third, what is so special about these particular SNR's
and why do they seem to work so well in practice? In this chapter we answer the
above three questions in addition to the secondary issues that arise due to extensions
of the multistage method to the general class of quality cost functions, SNR's, and
smaller-the-better and larger-the-better characteristics.
In order to facilitate the discussion in this chapter, we introduce the concept of
an "operating region map" (ORM) in Section 2. This analytical tool is very useful
in visualizing graphically the optimization concepts presented in this chapter. Sec-
tion 3 presents the generalized form of multistage optimization for various types of
products, quality cost functions, and generalized functional forms of SNR's. To our
knowledge, this is the first such extension to generalized cost functions and SNR's, and
smaller-the-better and larger-the-better characteristics. In addition it also discusses
the conditions under which multistage optimization yields the same result as direct
optimization, thereby answering validity concerns. Section 4 lists the conditions un-
der which multistage optimization is advantageous compared to direct optimization,
and discusses the resulting benefits. Section 5 discusses SNR's in the context of a
hierarchy of probabilistic families and introduces the class of quasi-bifunctional prob-
abilistic models. It also proves that the functional form of SNR's that were derived
tion of o-//I.
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empirically by Taguchi, do in fact have a theoretical premise, hence explaining the
immense success of discovering such SNR.'s in practice. Finally, Section 6 extends
the multistage optimization methods to transformations of Y, thereby allowing for
further generalizations of such methods.
There have been several papers regarding the validity of Taguchi's multistage
methods for nominal-is-best characteristics. An early work shows that the solution
is indeed valid if the objective is to minimize dispersion subject to the mean staying
on target [22]. This result was generalized to the case where the SNR is p = 0r/f(p.)
for some function f(.) [23][24]. In these papers also, the objective is minimization of
a subject to = t, which is not the same as Taguchi's quadratic criterion.
Validity of Taguchi's method for the quadratic cost function was shown in [7][6] 4.
Unfortunately some undeclared assumptions are made which may not be satisfied,
as will become apparent in this chapter. A multistage optimization procedure for
the case where the SNR is p = o/f(t) for the quadratic cost function was also pro-
posed [6]. However the procedure suffers from the same problems as those addressing
validity. These SNR's of the form p = o/f(;t) are also called PerMIA's [7].
Taguchi explains that the multistage method is advantageous over direct optimiza-
tion because the initial stage of optimization can be completed without knowledge
of the target value. Thus the partial design can be used for various values of t,
thereby allowing design of subsystems to proceed in parallel. Clearly, this cannot. be
the only reason, otherwise multistage optimization would not be utilized for cases of
signed-target characteristic, for which t is usually fixed a priori to a value of zero.
Going one step further, why not use. multistage optimization for smaller-the-better
and larger-the-better characteristics where the target value is also fixed a priori?
In response to the third question about the practicality of Taguchi's SNR's, it is
believed that the p-nominal-is-best characteristic is of the form Yr = (XC Xa)E where 
is a random variable with £(e) = 1, and the variance is a function of xc only [7]. Here
£ is the expected value operator. For the signed-target case, Y = It(XC xa) + E, where
4They show that Taguchi's method is valid if xc is chosen such that pt.(xc x) = t+pX) for
p-nominal-is-best characteristic. Thus Taguchi's method obtains an optimal solution if p(x c ) < 1.
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£(e) = 0, and the variance is a function of xc only. In general, the SNR depends on
the particular quality cost function s and the model for Y' [7]. We may ask if there are
existing probabilistic distributions of Y that are used in modeling industrial processes
for which Taguchi's SNR's are in some way natural? After all, the above arguments
are after-the-fact hypotheses.
3.1 The Operating Region Map (ORM) and Se-
quential Optimization
This section presents a graphical approach to optimization as a prelude to develop-
ment of multistage procedures in the next section. The objective of the graphical
approach is explanation of the multistage optimization procedure rather than clevel-
opment of a specific procedural approach using such methods.
In Subsection 2.1 we introduce the concept of the "operating region map" (ORM).
This map indicates the region of operation of the product characteristic for various
design parameter values6 . We then utilize this map in association with the ":a" map
proposed in Chapter 2 to develop a graphical approach to optimization in Subsection
2.2. This visual approach gives rise to sequential methods, which are predecessors of
multistage optimization procedures.
3.1.1 The Operating Region Map (ORM)
The "operating region map" shows the region of operation of the product charac-
teristic under various design parameter settings. We shall use both graphical and
algebraic approaches to define the "ORM". Graphical approaches are essential to
development of an intuitive visual understanding of the material. It also allows for
a greater degree of clarity in exposition. We then supplement such explanation by
algebraic definitions and arguments to introduce rigor into our reasoning.
5 We will show that this statement is inaccurate in most cases since the SNR does not depend on
the quality cost function.
6 The ORM is not to be confused with Operating Windows developed at Xerox 25].
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It may seem that graphical approaches are restrictive since x usually consists of
a large number of discrete and/or continuous variables (typically tens or hundreds),
and hence our methods only apply to cases where x has two components. We can
overcome this problem by considering graphs in terms of the two most fundamental
characterizations of a random variable, namely the mean and standard deviation.
Let s(x) = ((x), a(x)) denote the second-order statistics of Y with mean (x)
and standard deviation oa(x). As illustrated in Figure 3-1, the set S = s(X) along with
the associated values of x denotes the ORM and represents the region in the (it, O)
plane which can be attained by the characteristic Y. Mathematically, S = {s(x): x E
X}. The function s from X into S is in general not one-to-one, i.e. there mllay exist
x 2 ~ xi for which s(x 2), = s(x1 ). Thus such a point in the (., o) plane may have more
than one x "hanging" from it. In other words, X(s) = X(It, a) = {x E X: s(x) = ,
consisting of design parameters having second-order statistic s, may contain miore
than one element 7 .
We will generally denote a specific functional mapping from t to a by the equation
= r(tt). The associated set of design parameters for such a contour will be denoted
by X.(t), where X.(i) = {x X: i(x) = i,ao(x) = o.(it)}. These concepts
are illustrated in Figure 3-1, which shows that ,X.(t) is empty for . ' M, where
M = {(x): E X} = {A: (t, ) e S} is the set of it's that Y has.
The boundary of the ORM may be represented by a union of four "boundary
sets" as illustrated in Figure 3-1. These subsets of S denoted by SL, SR, ST and SB
represent the left, right, top and bottom boundaries of the ORM. In our discussions
we shall find the bottom boundary SB = {(t,a) S: &(() < or(x) V (,x E X 3
t(() = it(x)}, representing points in S with minimum standard deviation, to be
of particular significance. We shall often utilize the equation CO = i(f.(t), E M to
denote the bottom boundary8 . This notation is not unique, since the top boundary or
any other mapping from mean to dispersion may be represented by the same notation
7If x is continuous and the ORM is 2-dimensional, X(s) will usually contain only a single element
for on the boundary of S.
8Note that equation o- = a.(t), ~t E M is different from = o.(g). The former is only defined
for u E M, whereas the latter is defined for all possible values of t.
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in this chapter. The exact meaning will be clear from the context.
If the ORM is unknown, MA4 along with the equation for the bottom boundary =
a.(p), E M, and the corresponding design parameter values XE(^), MA4 may be
computed as follows. For each possible value of it., calculate X.(lt) = argmin (x) 9
p(x) = y. If X.(p) is non-empty, then it; E M and o.(i.) = min v(x) p(x) = i.
Otherwise 9 p is not an element of M.
The boundary of the ORM is of special significance for purposes of optimization,
as will become apparent in the next subsection.
3.1.2 Sequential Optimization
This subsection introduces some elements of multistage optimization in a natural
setting by utilizing aspects related to the boundary of the ORM. We first discuss
graphical optimization utilizing the ORM and the #:or maps developed in Subsection
2.1 and Chapter 2 respectively. Next, we develop the relationship between the opti-
mal design parameter value and boundary sets. These results automatically suggest
ways of accomplishing sequential optimization, thereby setting the environment for
discussing multistage methods in the next section.
Since we wish to discuss optimization for the general class of quality cost functions,
it is useful to utilize the notation developed in Chapter 2. Let C(s;t) = C(ta; t)
denote the quality cost per unit product for a characteristic with mean it. and standard
deviation . This functional mapping parameterized by t assumes that for a given
target value, the quality costs are equal for Y's with the same mean and standard
deviation. This may result fronm assuming that (: is a direct function of . and r
independent of the underlying distribution, or that C' is defined as the ensemble
average of a loss function, C(Y;t) = £[L(Y;t)], such that the distribution of Y is
unique for a given second-order statistics. Such assumptions are not restrictive for
defining quality cost in most practical situations.
The structure of most quality cost functi6ns of practical interest may be divided
9 min o(x) p(x) = M denotes the minimum value of ¢(x) such that (x) = . Mathematically,
it equals (x.(t&)) for all x.(tZ) E X.(t).
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into two types as seen in Chapter 2. For Type I, C'(it, oa; t) is a nondecreasing func-
tion of or for any I, i.e. C(t,ao1 ;t) > C(tt, 72 ;t) for 7 > 2. This class includes
quality cost functions for all nominal-is-best and larger-the-better characteristics,
and most of smaller-the-better characteristics. A special subclass of the Type I cat-
egory is the degenerate case for which the quality cost function does not depend on
a, and C(/u,a;t) = C(ft;t), t. Box's cost functions for the smaller-the-better and
larger-the-better characteristics are of this degenerate type as will become apparent
shortly. For Type II cost functions, C(lt, o; t) is a decreasing function of a for all it,
i.e. C(/t,c ; t) < C(/,a 2;t) for a > 2. This category includes some quality cost
functions of practical interest for smaller-the-better characteristics.
The above properties regarding the standard deviation have been derived theo-
retically in Chapter 2. In comparison, the structure of the quality cost function with
respect to the mean cannot be constrained theoretically. In fact, simple cost functions
for the smaller-the-better characteristic may be constructed for which cost is a de-
creasing function of mean!. We will thus not assume any structure to the dependence
of quality cost on mean in the methods discussed in this chapter.
The : maps developed in Chapter 2 represents contours of equal quality cost in
the (t, ) plane with t as abscissa and o- as ordinate. The ;l:t maps for Taguchi's
and Box's cost functions are shown in Figure 3-2. For the nominal-is-best charac-
teristic, C(L, a-; t) = k[(fL- t)2 + o2] for both Box and Taguchi. For smaller-the-
better characteristics with zero target value, C(tt, a; 0) = k[tl2 + a 2] for Taguchi,
and C(t, a;0) = kd(!; t = 0) for Box, where d is an increasing function of It. For
the larger-the-better case, Taguchi's cost is C(p., a-, coo) = k(1 + 2)/ft2. For Box
C(OL, ; oo)= kd(/t; t = oo), where d is a decreasing function of A. Note that in any
p:a map, values of quality cost for each contour line may be readily obtained from its
intersection with the horizontal axis where a = 0. Thus contour lines further away
from the point (t, = t, a = 0) represent higher quality cost. This is a general result
and not specific to the particular cost functions discussed above.
The ORM and t:o- maps may be graphically combined to yield the solution to
the optimization problem. Such an example is illustrated in Figure 3-3. For a known
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ORM the set of optimal solutions for any C(p, a-; t) may be computed in two parts.
1. Find the set Sopt E S consisting of second-order statistics in the ORM that
yield the optima. Mathematically, Sot = {S E S (: (S;t) < C(s;t) s E S}.
2. For each member Sopt of the set Sopt look up the corresponding design parameter
settings X(sopt). Clearly'0 Xopt = Usopeso,pt X(sopt).
For a cost function, for which C(It, a-; t) is an increasing function of a, the optimal
set Spt lies on the bottom boundary SB, i.e. Sopt C SB. For a degenerate Type I cost
function where C(tt,a;t) = C(t;t), a non-empty subset of Sopt lies on the bottom
boundary SB. The reasons for these results are self explanatory and are further
illustrated in Figure 3-3.
The above discussion implies that, Type I quality cost functions, where cost is an
nondecreasing function of dispersion, we only need to look on the bottom boundary for
an optimum. It thus automatically suggests the following sequential optimization
procedure.
1. Find the set of means, M, together with the bottom boundary aC = It(E), p 
M; and the associated sets X.(y) for t M..
2. Calculate Amin = {ji G M : C(ji,-4.(ft);t) < C(pa.,(t);t) V p. E M}, which
is the set of i's on the contour o E(), A e :v that have minimum quality cost.
3. For any E Mmin, find an element of X.(p). This is a member of Xovt and
represents an optimum design parameter setting.
In the degenerate case of the above, for which ar is unimportant and C(p,a;t) =
C(; t), a = a(A), E M in the sequential optimization procedure may be any
contour in the ORM that extends over AM, and not necessarily the bottom contour.
For cases where C(p,a; t) is a decreasing function of dispersion (Type II cost func-
tions), a = a.(p), E M in the sequential optimization procedure represents the top
boundary instead of the bottom boundary.
Sequential optimization, as described above, may always be implemented. How-
ever it generally is inferior to direct optimization since the first stage requires con-
strained optimization over a range of values of mean and all components of x, whereas
'°These sets form cells of a partition of Xot according to second-order statistics.
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direct optimization has no constraints. Such is not the case however if some aspects of
the design parameters remain the same in a.(.), l E AM irrespective of the constraint.
Thus allowing for some sort of decoupling. Assumptions utilized in multistage opti-
mization allow for this, in addition to other generalizations, as will become clear in
the next section.
3.2 Multistage Optimization
Multistage optimization is a generalization of the sequential optimization scheme
which allows for decoupling the original optimization problem into various compo-
nents. In this section we intend to gradually convert the sequential optimization
procedure discussed in the previous section to multistage optimization by introduc-
ing assumptions and making generalizations in a methodological manner.
Consider an ORM where some design parameters are the same on the contour
(), E M in the sequential optimization process irrespective of the value of t.
Thus for each it E M, there exists an x.(1t) E X.(^t) such that x.(^) = [xc xa.(i.)].
The control design parameters, xc, may be set to an optimal value at the first stage of
sequential optimization and the remaining adjustment parameters may be computed
at a later stage.
One way of mimicking the sequential approach in such a situation is by utilizing
the concept of an SNR. This function of p. and a, denoted by p(p., a), is aiomatically
defined as having the following two properties. First, p(it, o) is an increasing function
of a for all p. Second, for every (t,a) E S, p is only a function of a proper subset
of design parameters, called control parameters, i.e., p(it(x), u(x)) = p(xc) Vx E X
where x = [Xc xa]. Thus, the structure of an SNR is determined by the second order
statistics of Y, rather than by the quality cost function. Note also that a given Y
may allow for zero, one or more SNR's, where nonunique SNR's may be functions of
different control parameters.
The following general multistage optimization (GMO) method, illustrated in
Figure 3-4, utilizes the concept of an SNR p(t, a) to proceed in a manner similar
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to that of the sequential approach. In Steps (a) and (a') it constrains the control
parameters to values that lie on the contour p.(l.),jt e M+, then in Steps (b) and
(c) points on this contour with minimum quality cost are computed.
(a) Let Xc = argmin p(xc) - popt, and p. = p(xc),xc E X.. For Type I quality
cost functions, popt = min p(xc). Hence X*c = argmin p(xc), and p. = rain p(xc).
For Type II quality cost functions, popt = max p(xc). Hence Xc = argmax p(xc),
and p. = max p(xc). For the degenerate case Popt may be any suitable value".
(a') Compute M+ = {t: IL(xc X a ) = t for some xC. E X.c and Xa}, and invert the
equation p(/,o) = p to obtain the optimal contour (OC) = o*(jt), E M+. If
p. = min p(xC), this contour equals the bottom boundary for t E +. Similarly, =
cr*.() equals the top boundary for E + for p. = max p(xc). These conclusions
may be made and p(/L, o; t) = p may be inverted because p(i, or) is an increasing
function of a.
(b) Calculate AM. = {t E M+ : C'(t,oa.();t) < (t,o.(.);t) Vi. E A4+}. This
represents the set of means in M+ C M with minimum quality cost.
(c) For any . E M., find an xa such that it(xc xa) = It. for some xc. e X. The
output of the general multistage optimization procedure is x. = [xc x].
This is a theoretical description of the general multistage optimization procedure
which always yields some answer. It may be implemented practically as follows.
1. Let Xc and p denote the variables defined in Step (a) above. For non-
degenerate quality cost functions, invert p(p., a) = p. to obtain = (.).
2. Compute any x. = [x E x] X., where X. = argmin C((.(x),o*.(#(x));t) D
x = [xc x ] and xc E X..
Clearly the general multistage optimization procedure is valid if it is the same
as the sequential approach. Hence x E Xopt if M+ = M. One need not go to
such extremes however to satisfy validity concerns. If any member of MArin is also a
member of M+ then the general multistage optimization procedure is still valid.
11A suitable choice of Popt is one that allows for calM+ to contain an element which equals (or
is close to) a member of Mmin,, as defined in Step 2 of sequential optimization. This allows for the
GMO to yield an optimal (or close to optimal) solution. Such a choice of ppt may be made based
on a rough knowledge of the shape of the ORM.
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How can we be sure then that the general multistage optimization procedure is
valid if we don't know any member of M,,i, a priori? For nominal-is-best charac-
teristics, a member of Mmin, is usually "near" the target value. Hence we can be
confident that the GMO is valid if the range of mean "near" the target value is a
subset of A4+, i.e., we can realize such values of the mean for some adjustment param-
eter value with an optimal setting of the control parameters. For smaller-the-better
and larger-the-better characteristics we may not know a priori the region where an
optimum will fall. Thus to insure validity, we can pretend that M+ is the set all p's
where some member of Mmn,, may lie, and then check its implications afterwards' 2 .
Such a method, as explained below, will be called a valid multistage optimization
(VMO) procedure.
1. Let Xc and p. be as defined in Step (a) of the GMO. The equation p(p., o) = p.
is inverted for the non-degenerate case to obtain a = or.(t ) .
1'. Choose a set of means where an optimrum may lie, M+.
2. Calculate M. = {Ei E + : C(t, a.(^);t) < C(t, a.(t);t) Vt E M+}.
3. Find an element of X = argmin Iit(xc xa) - i. i. E M.,x. ,c.. If
p(xC xc ) = pt. for some xc E X*c and xa E Xa, the output of the VMO is x. = [x' xa].
Otherwise the procedure cannot be completed and validity is not guaranteed.
We will see in the next section that there are many benefits of multistage opti-
mization (whether GMO or VMO). Indeed one may be willing to opt for a multistage
procedure in comparison to the direct approach in the absence of a guarantee of va-
lidity. If a possibly suboptimal solution is acceptable, the GMO may be implemented
in the form discussed previously. To insure validity, the VMO must be used.
Some examples are beneficial for comparing the general multistage optimization
procedure (GMO) with valid multistage optimization (VMO). In the discussion below
let xc = argmin p(xc) and p* = p(xc')..
Example 1: Nominal-is-best characteristic with p = a/Au and C(t, a;t) = k[(#-
t)2 + 2]. Since o* = p*, we obtain it* = t/( 1 + p) in Step 2 of the VMO. If there is
an xa such that (xc xa) = it.., we are guaranteed that xc. x °] is an optimal setting.
t2Note the change in definition of M+ from (GMO.
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In such a case, application of the GMO also gives a valid solution.
Example 2: Smaller-the-better Type I characteristic with p = o/#. and C(p., a; t)=
k[p 2 + 0.21. Implementation of the VMO with MA+ = [0, x,:) yields I. = 0. Clearly, no
design parameter allows for a zero mean value, and thus we cannot obtain a solution
that is guaranteed to be valid. The GMO can of course always be implemented and
may yield an optimal solution or a satisfactory suboptimal one.
Example 3: Smaller-the-better Type I characteristic with p = tl and C(#i, a.; t) =
k[, 2 + 0-2]. Implementation of the VMO yields fIt. = V/. Thus there is a possibility
that the valid multistage optimization procedure yields an answer.
Finally note that if a Y, with C(lt, ; t) = k[l 2 + 2], allows for two SNR's, p = o/t.
and p = pa. Then the second SNR is better if the VMO outputs an answer, since it
insures validity as shown in the last example.
3.3 Advantages of Multistage Optimization
We have extensively discussed the multistage optimization procedures in the previous
section. A question arises as to why anyone should use such methods when the
direct approach seems so much simpler? After all, the direct method has a single
step of minimizing the quality cost function over the design parameters, whereas
the multistage methods have two or three steps. In this section, we list a number
of advantages of the multistage scheme, and conclude that such methods should be
used if the quality characteristic allows for multistage optimization. We conduct
our discussion in a manner which does not depend on the particular functional form
or algorithm utilized in optimization. Hence our deductions may not apply to a
particular case, although in general they will be true.
As pointed out in the introduction, an advantage of multistage optimization for
the nominal-is-best characteristic with C(l.,;t) = k[(p. - t)2 + 2] and p = T/l, is
that it allows for a partial setting of the design parameters in the first step without
knowledge of the target value. This important attribute, which is useful in flexible
manufacturing and product development, is clearly impossible in the direct approach.
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From our discussion in Section 3 it is clear that, for a given SNR, the first stage of
multistage optimization is independent of both the quality cost function and target
value. The question is then whether C determines our choice of the SNR from amolg
those that Y admits. Clearly an SNR should be chosen so that the VMO or GMO
yield acceptable results, i.e. the VMO can be completed and the GMO produces
a satisfactory answer. For example, for a Y with two SNR's, p(tt, o') = Ito and
p(t,ao) = o/!, the former may be chosen for smaller-the-better Type I case and
the latter should be chosen for p-nominal-is-best case (see the discussion at end of
Section 3). Within each type of product, however, the particular cost function does
not determine the SNR13. Hence we conclude that the first stage is independent of
the structure of cost function for all types of products. In addition it is independent
of the target value for nominal-is-best characteristics.
A fundamental issue to be examined is the number of operations required for
multistage optimization compared to that of the direct approach. Let R(X) denote
the number of values that the design parameter x can take. For continuous design
parameters, X denotes a discrete representative spectrum of the parameter values
in this paragraph. For the single-step direct optimization method, computation of a
member of argmin C(Y(x); t) requires examination of each member of X. Hence the
direct scheme utilizes O(R(X)) computations. In most cases X = c x X a, where
X c = {xC [c xa ] E X} and X a = {xa: [XC xa] E X}, and thus R(X) = R(Xct)R(Xa).
Now consider the multistage optimization procedures. For the GMO and VMO,
Step 1 generally utilizes O(R(Xc¢)) operations. Step 2 of the VMO may be done
algebraically or graphically (by overlaying contours of SNR over the l:o map), and
hence utilizes an insignificant amount of computation. Step 2 of the GMO and step
3 of the VMO require on the order of xExc R(Xa(x)) < R(X,)R(Xa) operations
where Xa(xc) = {xG: [xc x ] E X 3 x c = xc}. Thus in total, multistage optimization
procedures require on the order of R(XC) + R(X*c)R(Xa) operations. Thereby making
them much more efficient compared to direct optimization for typical cases, where
(Xc)> 1 (Xa)> 1, and (Xc) = 1.
13Type II smaller-the-better characteristic may require a different SNR from Type I characteristic.
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The above discussion on optimizational complexity is at an informiation-theoretic
level. In this paragraph, we discuss optimization at a procedural level in the context
of resolution criteria. To minimize a function, we usually do not examine all values
of its arguments1 4 . Instead, we only examine enough of them to attain a certain
resolution in the objective function. For the direct optimization method, we iterate
as follows. For k = 1,2,..., pick an Xk C X and determine C(Y(x); t) Vx E Xk. If a
satisfactory value has been attained by C for some Xopt(A) E Xk, stop; The optimum
parameter setting is Xopt(A). Otherwise pick Xk+1 based on current information so as
to decrease C(Y(x);t) for x G Xk+l. For Step 1 of the GMO and VMO, we proceed
in a similar fashion with X[ C Xc until adequate resolution has been obtained in
a (resolution of is determined by resolution of p at the optimal mean). Likewise
we proceed through Xa(xc) C Xa(xc) for x E Xc in the final steps of GMO and
VMO to get enough resolution in .. This independent control of resolution for r
and # by the control and adjustment parameters is very useful 5 , since frequently
the quality cost function C(/t,o,;t) is specified in a manner which makes dispersion
less important than deviation of mean from target value. We can thus choose small
X,> for a few iterations to attain the specified resolution in or; and reasonable X2 to
attain the resolution in A. This is clearly impossible for the direct approach, where
x is regarded as a whole rather than composed of two parts.
Finally, consider the statistical aspects. In many practical situations, the de-
pendence of Y on the design parameters is unknown. Hence experiments need to
be conducted to estimate those, and only those, aspects of Y that are needed in
optimization. For the direct approach, this means estimation of the dependence of
C(Y(x); t), on xi E Xi for all iterations during the optimization process. For the first
stage of GMO and VMO, we need to estimate the functional dependence of p(xc)
on x E Xc. For the final stage of GMO and VMO, we need to determine the de-
pendence of t(xc x) on the adjustment parameters only. We argue in Chapter 4
that estimation of the relevant information at a given optimization iteration requires
14Unless all the arguments are qualitative.
1 5Resolution in p may affect attainable resolution in .
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substantially fewer experiments for first stage of multistage optimization compared
to the direct approach. The last stage of multistage optimization also requires con-
siderably fewer experiments compared to the direct approach for each iteration. Thus
it is clear that we can substantially reduce the number of experiments if we utilize
multistage procedures.
We have listed some very powerful reasons as to why the multistage methods, if
applicable, should be used for smaller-the-better, larger-the-better , and nominal-is-
best characteristics. But when are they applicable? We answer this question in the
context of a hierarchy of probabilistic models in the next section.
3.4 Probabilistic Families and the SNR
We answer two questions in this section. What probabilistic models allow for use of
multistage optimization procedures, and what are some SNR's that would appear nat-
urally in such models. We develop below three disjoint classifications of probabilistic
models, and study them through the ORM map.
In a unifunctional model, It = it(x) and there exists a function p(p., o) with
the following two properties. First, p is an increasing function of a for all (it. Second,
p(/t(x), a(x)) = po Vx E X, where p0 is a constant independent of the design parame-
ters. Clearly this class of models, whose ORM in the (t, o) plane is a one-dimensional
contour, does not admit an SNR because of violation of the second defining axiom
of an SNR. This unifunctional family includes the following two as special cases. For
models where Y has a constant variance, we can define the function p(tt, ,) = a
which satisfies the two required properties of the unifunctional model. The ORM for
this type of model is a horizontal one-dimensional line. Models where the variance of
Z = f(Y) is independent of design parameters for some deterministic function f(.)
is the second special case. Here p(t, a) = po is the function relating the mean and
standard deviation of Y to the standard deviation of Z which equals po. We have
assumed here that Y is parameterized by at most two parameters and that z is an
increasing function of or which is intuitively apparent but is not yet proven.
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A quasi-bifunctional model has j. = It(x) and there exists a function p(lt, o)
with the following two properties. First, p is an increasing function of Oc for all It..
Second, p((x), o(x)) = p(xc) Vx E X, where xc is a proper non-empty subset of
design parameters. For this model, the ORM is two dimensional with a separable
structure as seen in Section 3, and the SNR is the function p(tp., a').
In the bifunctional model, it = f(x) and all functions of it and a that are in-
creasing in a are functions of all the design parameters. The ORM is two dimensional
for this model, and SNR is not admissible, since no function of p. and a depends on
a proper non-empty subset of design parameters.
We would now like to address the second question. What probabilistic families
used successfully in industrial process modeling fall in the quasi-bifunctional model
category, and what SNR's do they produce naturally? To answer this question, let us
list the probability families that are extensively used in process modeling. These two-
parameter families with probability densities represented using the notation p(y; a, b),
have parameters a = a(t, a) and b = b(It, a) which depend on (possibly empty)
subsets of the design parameters. Thus a parameter that is a function of xc represents
a natural SNR if it is an increasing function of a and It. = t(x) is a function of all the
design parameters. This implies that the other parameter is a function of at least xa.
The normal family has probability density p(.; a, b) = e-(-a)2 /2b2 for -oo <
< oo. The mean and standard deviation are it = a and a = b. The equi-contour
lines for the two parameters a and b are shown in Figure 3-5 (a). A unifunctional
model is produced if b = b does not depend on any design parameter and a = a(x).
A quasi-bifunctional model results if b = b(xc) and a = a(x), The SNR is then p = a'.
Generally b = b(x) and a = a(x) results in a bifunctional model.
The lognormal family has probability density p(; a,b) = e-(log -a) 2/2b 2 for
> 0. The parameters and second-order statistics are related by it = a+O.5b2 , O2 =
2 ' 2e2a+b2 (eb2 - 1) e- 2a = ( + 1)/it2 and eb2 + 1. og transformation of a
lognonormally distributed random variable yields a Gaussian distributed variable with
mean and standard deviation equal to a and b respectively. The equi-contour lines
for a and b are shown in Figure 3-5 (b). A unifunctional model results if b = b and
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a = a(x). A quasi-bifunctional model results if b = b(xc) and a = a(x), The SNR is
then a//t. Note also that that a = Liz and b = az, where itz and cz are the mean
and standard deviation of the normally distributed Z = log(Y) respectively. Hence p
is generated by the functional form of az in terms of it. and a. If a and b both depend
on all the design parameters, the model in general will be bifunctional.
The powernormal family has probability density p(.; a, b) = IpI'P-1 ;e -(P -a)2 /2b 2
for > 0, small a//i, and a given p. Typically, values of p =-1,0.5,2 are chosen.
Using a first order Taylor series expansion, we can show that a = tt*P and b = pli.P-1a.
For such models, the power transformation yields a normal distribution, with mean
and standard deviation equal to a and b respectively. For such models Z = YP is a
normal distribution, with mean itz and standard deviation 7z. Using a first order
Taylor series expansion, we can show that ltz = t.P and az = plj..P-a. A unifunc-
tional model results if caz is independent of the design parameters and ftz = Pz(x).
A quasi-bifunctional model results if az = az(x c) and ltz = Lz(x). The SNR. for
such models is p(i, r) = tP-ila. For most practical purposes, values of p =-1,0.5,2
are used resulting in p = i/t2 , a/x/, °'i respectively. A bifunctional model ususally
results if
The Gamma family has probability density p(; a,b) = 01e- for > 0,
where a = 1/a and b = 1/13. The parameters a, b and the second-order statistics .,
a are related by t = a/b, a 2 = a2/b, a. = a 2/l and b = a 2/lt 2 . The equi-contour lines
are shown in Figure 3-5 (c). Clearly a and b = 1/j3 are increasing functions of 7, and
hence natural SNR's are a/v/' and /lit.
The Weibull family has probability density p(; a;b) = a/l13-le - for . > 0,
where a = 1/a and b = 1/3. The relationships between a, b and , o are t =
abr(1 + b) a 2 = a2b{r(1 + 2b)- r 2(1 + b)}, and b = f(C 2 /l. 2 ), where f(.) is a
complicated increasing function of its argument as seen in Chapter 2. , thus making
it a natural SNR. The parameter a does not yield a natural SNR as seen by the
equi-contours in Figure 3-5 (d).
We thus conclude that a natural SNR for the signed-target characteristic is C = ..
For p-nominal-is-best, smaller-the-better and larger-the-better characteristics, natu-
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ral SNR's are a/l 2,oait,o J/a/ and at. It should come as no surprise then, that the
SNR oa/t has been successfully observed in so many practical situations. After all, it
is supported by three of the most popular distributions.
3.5 Multistage Optimization for Loss Functions
Until now we have completely focused on the random variable Y. For cases where
quality cost is defined using the indirect approach. another random variable L(Y; t)
is of significance. In such cases C(Y(x);t) = I.L(X) where PLL(X) = £[L(Y'(x);t)].
How can we then extend the multistage optimization methods to cases where we are
working with L(Y(x); t) rather than Y(x) itself? We can clearly apply all the previous
discussion to the random variable L(Y(x); t) with mean PL(X) and standard deviation
cL(x). The quality cost function in terms of IAL and aL is then of the degenerate type,
since the quality cost equals ALL and is independent of CL. The only exception is that
the VMO is in most cases inappropriate for the loss function, since we usually do not
have an intuitive understanding of the "region of operation" of the loss function.
3.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has discussed multistage optimization methods for products with single-
component continuous characteristics in a highly generalized setting. The SNR was
given an axiomatic definition in order to avoid results that depend on a particular
choice of the signal-to-noise ratio. For similar reasons, optimization was discussed
for all quality cost functions; and multistage methods were extended to other than
nominal-is-best type products. Validity and significance issues of multistage opti-
mization were answered, and reasons as to why Taguchi's SNR occur naturally were
given. One important feature of the discussion in this chapter is that it develops
multistage methods in a methodological manner through the use of the ORM and








Figure 3-1: An operating region map (ORM) and its components: S is the set of
(It,o) that can be attained by the product characteristic . M is the set of means
allowable by Y. X(s) is the set of design parameter values such that the second-order
statistic of Y(x) is s. a.(y) is a function of p. with X(p.) denoting the associated set of
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Figure 3-2: ,u:o maps: (a) C(p., a; t) = k[(t - t)2 + 02]. (b) C'(it, o; O) = k[tL2 + 2].
(c) C(it,o;oo) = k(1 + -2 )/2 (d) C (it,a;t) = kd(t;t), where d is a monotonic
function of A. Contours further away from (. = t, o = O) have higher cost.
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Figure 3-3: Optimal solution using combination of ORM and .:o map: (a) ((., o; f =
0) = kd(s; t = 0), where d is an increasing function of gt. (b) C(p., o; t) = k[(l. - t) 2 +
O2]. Spt is the optimal set of second order statistics, and SB is the bottom boundary.
Note that a non-empty subset of S,,opt lies on SB.
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Figure 3-4: Multistage optimization with the SNR p = o/t. (dashdot) and C(;it, a; t) =
k[(/ - t)2 + a2] (dash). The optimal contour (OC) is = (#.),#i. E M+. M. is the
mean on the OC with minimum quality cost, and 4,in is the optimal mean.
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Figure 3-5: Equi-contour lines for the two parameters of probability densities. Solid
lines correspond to the parameter a, dashed lines are for b. (a) Normal distribution
with probability density p(y;a,b). (b) lognormal distribution with density p(y;a,b).







Modeling for Parameter Design
Parameter design at the stage of product and manufacturing process selection signifi-
cantly improves product quality without affecting the unit manufacturing cost. These
methods, advanced by Taguchi, require computation of design parameter values that
minimize the quality cost due to deviation of product characteristics from specifica-
tions. Often the form of dependence of product characteristics on design parameters
is unknown. In such cases, product characteristics are modeled, and those aspects
that are relevant to optimization are estimated by conducting statistically designed
experiments. This chapter discusses issues of modeling in the context of optimization
for parameter design.
Consider a product concept which is described by its characteristics. An individ-
ual unit, also known as a product realization, has characteristics represented by the
vector , where the components of g are the characteristic values for this unit. The
ensemble of product realizations produced by a manufacturer is called the product
class. The characteristic of a product class, denoted by " , is a random vector due
to the uncontrollable variations that occur in the 'raw materials' that are utilized,
conditions under which they are manufactured, and environents in which they are
used. Clearly Y depends on the design parameters, i.e. Y = Y'(x) where x E '
denotes the design parameter values, and X is the set of values that x can have. For
a given product target value , the quality cost, denoted by C(Y ; t), is defined as the
average cost per unit product because of variations in characteristics of the product
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realizations from the target value. The objective of parameter design is to choose a
design parameter setting which minimizes C(Y(x); t).
This chapter primarily addresses issues relevant to optimization of a single con-
tinuous component of the product characteristics, with quality cost C¢(Y; t), and the
scalars y, t and Y denoting the components of f, and Y' respectively. Such character-
istics can be classified into smaller-the-better, larger-the-better, and nominal-is-best.
characteristics. For the smaller-the-better case, Y takes only values larger than the
zero target value. For the larger-the-better case, Y takes only positive values smaller
than the infinite target value. The nominal-is-best case, for which the product char-
acteristic has values both larger and smaller than the target value, can be divided
into p-nominal-is-best and signed-target cases. For p-nominal-is-best characteristics,
Y takes only positive values. For signed-target characteristics, Y takes both positive
and negative values.
Quality cost for a single continuous characteristic may be formulated in two
ways, regardless of the classification as seen in Chapter 2. In the direct approach l,
C(Y; t) is specified directly in terms of the second-order statistics of Y, such that
C(Y; t) = C(Ity, ay; t) where tty and 0y are the mean and standard deviation of Y,
and C does not depend on the distribution of Y. In the indirect approach, quality
cost is calculated as the ensemble average of losses due to each product realization.
Mathematically, C(Y;t) = £[L(Y;t)], where L(y;t) is the monetary loss due to the
deviation of a product realization characteristic from the target 2 , and £ is the ex-
pected value operator. In all situations of practical interest, any C = £[L(Y;t)] mlay
be written as C = C(ty, ay;t) where C generally depends on the distribution of
Y. This is because only one- or two-parameter probabilistic families, for which the
mapping from the parameter(s) to (y,y) is one-to-one, are commonly utilized in
modeling Y. Henceforth, we shall use C(Y; t) and C({y,.r yr;t) interchangeably to
denote quality cost, whether it is specified using the indirect or direct approach.
'Box's cost function for the larger-the-better case is a specific example of this. Others are
discussed in Chapter 2.
2 Some of Box's formulations and all of Taguchi's formulations are specific examples of this ap-
proach. A general class of loss functions was studied in Chapter 2.
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The objective of our study is development and analysis of methods to model those
aspects of Y(x) or L(x) = L(Y(x);t) that are needed in optimization of C(Y(x);t).
In Section 2, we describe this problem of modeling for optimization and propose
a general framework for it. In Section 3 we present a study of statistical models
that we categorize into unifunctional, quasi-bifunctional, and bifunctional types. In
Section 4, we develop the concept of SNR models for the quasi-bifunctional category.
These models are solely parameterized by the SNR, and are less complex than quasi-
bifunctional models.
Several models have been proposed in the literature [51 [61 [26] [27]. However none
of these papers fully address the entire broad class of problems that arise in the area of
modeling for parameter design. Another shortcoming of existing approaches has been
their treatment of modeling in isolation, rather than in the context of optimization
for parameter design. In this chapter we discuss the problem comprehensively and in
the framework of optimization for parameter design.
4.1 Modeling for Optimization
The objective in parameter design is global minimization of C(Y(x); t) over the set
of design parameters. If the dependence of C()(Y(x);t) on x is unknown, we need
to model and perform experiments to estimate those aspects that are relevant to
optimization. It is thus clear that the particular models and experiments depend on
the optimization method utilized. In this section we discuss two methods. Subsection
2.1 discusses direct optimization of C(Y(x);t) and the associated modeling problem.
Subsection 2.2 discusses multistage optimization of C(Y(x); t) and the corresponding
modeling.
4.1.1 Direct Optimization
The optimization technique discussed in this subsection directly minimizes C(Y(x); t)
over the set of design parameters. If an objective function is known in terms of
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its arguments, optimization proceeds iteratively as follows 3. For k=1,2, ... , pick an
Xk C X and determine C(Y(x); t) Vx E Xk. If a satisfactory value has been attained
by C(Y(x); t) for some Xopt(A) E Xk, stop. The optimum design parameter setting is
approximately xt(&). Otherwise pick Xk+l based on information generated at the
current iteration so as to decrease C(Y(x);t) for x Xk+l. The above proposed
abstraction of optimization methodology includes all local and global optimization
methods and is independent of any particular optimization algorithm.
Since the dependence of C on x is unknown, we perform experiments at each
iteration of optimization to estimate C(Y(x);t) Vx E Xk. At the k-th iteration, we
obtain a matrix of product realization characteristics, y = [yij],i = 1, .. ,mn. and j =
1, .. , ni. For the i-th row of this matrix. the design parameter vector is kept constant
at xi Xk, thereby making the random variable representing an observation at the
i-th row and j-th column, Yij = Y(xj), independent of the column. Using this matrix
of observations, we estimate C(Y(x); t) Vx E Xk.
For the case where C(Y; t) is specified directly in terms of the second-order statis-
tics using the direct approach, we compute C(Y(x); t) by utilizing y = [yij to estimate
py(x) and ay(x) for all x E Xk. If C(Y;t) is specified in terms of the loss function
using the classical approach we have two choices. In the first method we make Y(x)
the focus of our study, and compute C(ty (x), ay(x); t) = E[L(Y(x); t)] by estimating
tly(X) and ay(x) as above. The other choice is to make L(x) the focus of our study,
and compute C(Y(x);t) by utilizing [L(yij;t)] to estimate !IL(x) Vx E X, where
AL(x) = e[L(x)].
We can obviously utilize the sample mean, and sample variance of each of the
rows of y = [Yij] as estimates of py(xj) and a} (xi) for x E Xk. Similarly we can
utilize the sample means of [L(yij; t)] as estimates of L(xi), xi E Xk. This is however
unsatisfactory because it implies performing many experiments for all x E Xk, which is
too expensive for a discrete Xk and impossible for a continuous Xk. This disadvantage
can obviously be removed by choosing models for Y(x) or L(x) Vx E Xk, since such
models assume structures for pty(x), and a(x), or tL(x). A number of statistical
3For a qualitative x, a single iteration is performed which examines all values of X. Thus X, = X.
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models may be used in modeling manufacturing processes. These models are discussed
in Section 3.
4.1.2 Multistage Optimization
An iteration of the optimization process for direct minimization of C() Y(x); t) re-
quires estimation of functions that depend on all the design parameters. This can be
an expensive proposition in industrial settings, where each experiment may require
considerable time and financial expense. How can we then reduce the number of
experiments without a degradation in our results? The answer lies in changing the
way we optimize C(Y(x); t).
Suppose that we decompose the original problem of choosing x to minimize
C(Y(x);t), into the following two stages. First choose some value for a subset of
the design parameters. Second, set the remaining design parameters to some value.
An arbitrary setting of the two components of the design parameters would not, in
general, yield an optimal choice of x. The multistage optimization method, presented
below, does guarantee an optimal solution under conditions discussed in Chapter 3.
We list in this subsection two multistage optimization schemes. The first procedure
interprets quality cost in terms of L(x). The second methods interprets quality cost
in terms of Y(x). Both schemes assume that there exists a function of the mean
and standard deviation, called a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with the following two
properties. First it is an increasing function of standard deviation for every value
of the mean. Second, it is a function of a proper subset of the design parameters,
called control parameters and denoted via xc. The remaining design parameters are
called adjustment parameters and denoted by Xa. Without loss of generality, we shall
assume that the design parameters have been ordered so that x = [xC x4]. In the
above discussion, we have used xc and xa to denote control and adjustment parame-
ters for both Y(x) and L(x). This was done (and its practice will be continued) for
notational simplicity. It does not imply that they are the same for Y(x) and L(x).
The first scheme of multistage optimization, listed below, focuses on the loss
function L(x), and uses jt(x), r(x), and p(p.l,o) = p(xc) to denote AtL(x), OL(x) and
I
the SNR PL(1L, 0L) = pL(XC).
1. For a given popt, find xc = argmin p(xc) - ppt. The specific choice of popt is
discussed in Chapter 3.
2. Compute x. = argmin pi(xc x a ).
The second scheme of multistage optimization, listed below, focuses on Y(x),
and uses t(x), o(x), and p(p,oa) = p(xC). to denote y(x), ay(x) and the SNR
p(pyy,ry) = py(xC). It also assumes that C(py,oy;t) is a monotonic function of
0y. This assumption was proven theoretically to be the case for almost all practical
situations, whether they are for smaller-the-better, larger-the-better, or nominal-is-
best characteristics.
1. For a given popt, find xc = argmin Ip(xc) - poptl. The specific choice of Popt is
discussed in Chapter 3.
1'. Invert p(p, a) = p*, where p. = p(xc), to obtain the equation o = a*(^).
2. Compute x, where x = argmin C(it, o.(it);t) and It = *(x. a). Alterna-
tively, we may choose xa = argmin It! - IJ. The choice of the objective function
and the value of p. is specified in Chapter 3.
The output of multistage procedures is x* = [x' xa], which is an optimal setting
under conditions described in Chapter 3. We have assumed unique optima at various
stages of the multistage optimization schemes because, for unknown Y(x) and L(x),
the estimated functions above are usually simple enough to allow for a single solution.
Rather than carrying Y and L throughout this chapter, we will use U, with mean
t, standard deviation a, and SNR p(It, o), to denote both Y and L. No other variables
will be represented by U. This notation will thus emphasize that all the analysis
concerning U in this chapter will apply to both Y and L, thereby emphasizing the
duality between them, and the choice we have in terms of them. Note that this choice
and duality applies to direct optimization also
Each of the objective functions in the first and second stages of multistage opti-
mization may be minimized in a manner similar to that discussed in the first para-
graph of Subsection 2.1. For Step 1 of multistage optimization4 . we pick Xk, C A
4For a qualitative x, a single iteration is performed for each of the stages, with X' = Xc and
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for k = 1,2,.., where X c = {xc [xCXa ] X}. At the kth iteration, we obtain the
data matrix u = [uij],i = 1,..,m. and j = 1,..,mi, where tij = yij or L(yij;t). For
each component of this matrix, the adjustment parameters xa are fixed at xa, where
xa may take any value. For the i-th row of this matrix, the control parameters xc
are kept constant at x E Xkc . Thereby making the random variable representing
an observation at the i-th row and j-th column, [ij = UT(x xa), independent of the
column. Using this matrix of observations, p(xc) Vxc E X is estimated.
For Step 2 of multistage optimization, we pick X C Xa(xc) for k2 = 1, 2,.., where
Xa(x.) = {xa: [xc x *] E X}. At the kth iteration, we obtain the data matrix u =
[uij],i =- 1,..,m and j = 1,..,ni, where uj = yij or L(yij;t). For each component of
this matrix, the control parameters are fixed at xc. For the i-th row of this matrix, the
adjustment parameters Xa are kept constant at x? E Xk2, Thereby making the random
variable representing an observation at the i-th row and j-th column, [Tij = UT(xc x?),
independent of the column. Using this matrix of observations, t(x. xa) VxG 'k is
estimated.
We will show in Section 3, that estimation for an iteration of the first stage
of multistage optimization requires slightly fewer experiments than that needed for
an iteration of direct optimization, since experiments are only performed over the
control parameters. Estimation for an iteration of the second stage of multistage
optimization requires drastically fewer experiments since the adjustment parameters,
Xa, usually form a very small subset of the design parameters. Since p(xc) usually
needs to be optimized coarsely, only a single, or very few, iterations are required
for the first stage of multistage optimization. It is thus clear that, for a design
parameter containing non-qualitative components, multistage optimization requires
substantially fewer experiments than direct optimization.
In Section 4, we will develop a technique by which estimation for an iteration of the
first stage of multistage optimization requires considerably fewer experiments than
that needed for an iteration of direct optimization. Thus enhancing the advantage of
multistage optimization over direct optimization multistage methods, and making it
X = X(x:).
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superior even for cases where x consists only of qualitative factors. We thus conclude
that multistage optimization should be used for saller-the-better and larger-the-
better, in addition to nominal-is-best cases, because of statistical reasons. Until now
multistage optimization has been solely used for nomrinal-is-best characteristics by
Taguchi because of nonstatistical reasons.
As was the case with direct optimization, efficient estimation of functions relevant
to multistage optimization may only be accomplished through the use of models. For
the first stage of multistage optimization, we model Ut(xc x) over xc to estimate
p(xc). For the second stage of multistage optimization, we model U(xC. xa) over xa
to estimate /t(xC xa). The statistical models are discussed in the next section. But
first we need the following simplified notation, which will be used henceforth. We will
denote U(xc xo) by U(xC), and U(xc x a ) by (xa). Also X will denote x, xc and x.
In general the discussion concerning t will be applicable to all three vectors.
4.2 Statistical Models
A model for U(~) is the random variable TU(; 0), 0 E e, with a probability distri-
bution parameterized by 09. The objective of estimation is then to utilize the matrix
of "observations" u = [uij],i = 1,.., m. and j = 1, .., ni, with the corresponding ran-
dom matrix U = [Uij], where [ij = Ur(~), to estimate those aspects of 0 that are
relevant to optimization5 . Any a priori information may also be used during the es-
timation process. Throughout this chapter, we shall use lt(t;6), o(t;6) and p(C),
a(t) to denote the mean and standard deviation of U(t;O) and U(t) respectively.
Second-order moments of other random variables will also be denoted by i. and a, but
with subscripts indicating the random variable. Thus for example ttz(t; 0), az(~; 0)
and z((), z(t) denote the means and standard deviations of Z(t;6) and Z(t)
respectively.
The discussion in Section 2 suggested a choice concerning the model. For the
SThe vector of unknowns is denoted by in UT(x; 0), [T(x'; 0), and It(x4 ; 0). This is done for
notational simplicity, and does not imply that the unknowns are the same.
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case where C(Y; t) is formulated using the direct approach, we use U(/; 0) = Y(C; 6)
to model U(~) = Y(t), and use u = [yij] to estimate the relevant components of 0
that are needed in optimization. For the case where C(Y; t) is defined in the indirect
approach using C(Y; t) = £[L(Y;t)], we can either model Y(/) as above, or we can
transform the data matrix to obtain u = [L(yij;t)] and have U(/;6) = L(/;6) as a
model for U(t) = L((). We can then estimate the components of 0 that are relevant
to optimization.
For direct optimization, modeling L(x) seems better than modeling Y(x), since
only the mean of L(x) needs to be estimated rather than both mean and variance of
Y(x). This is however not the case, since we usually need to estimate the model to
obtain an efficient estimate of the mean alone6 [28]. Similarly, for the degenerate case
where C(Iy,cy;t) = C(py;t) does not depend on 0y, we need to estimate all of 0
to get an efficient estimate of pty(x) alone.
For the first stage of multistage optimization, we can obviously estimate all of 0
in U(xc; 0) and compute the SNR from it. This will make it slightly less expensive
than estimation for direct optinmization, since xc contains slightly fewer components
than the total vector of design parameters. This however need not be the case. In
Section 4, we will show how only the SNR may be estimated through the use of SNR.
models, with a substantial decrease in the number of experiments. The second stage
of multistage optimization requires estimation of U(xa; 0). This is inexpensive since
Xa consists of very few components.
Among the models Y(; 0) and L(; 0), we should obviously choose the simplest
model which represents the data adequately, has the least number of unknown param-
eters, and for which the most optimal estimators are known. Modeling of L(() may
however be more restrictive for nominal-is-best characteristics, since a fixed value of
t is assumed.
During the course of this chapter, we shall encounter a number of models. To avoid
confusion, we will reserve the term "statistical model" to denote models of U(t). To
emphasize this, we shall use U(t; 6) to solely represent a statistical model from here
6 Estimation of a model denotes estimation of all components of 0 in the model.
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on. Thus implying that U(C;6) = Y(;6) or U(~;O) = L(~;O). Any non-identity
transformation of U(C; 0), such as Z(; 0), will thus not be considered a statistical
model, but rather simply a model for Z(~), where Z(.) is the transformation of (t().
In the previous paragraphs, we have discussed the nature of models and the duality
that exists in terms of modeling the characteristic of the product and the loss function.
The remaining issues regarding categorization, structure of probabilistic distributions,
and parameterization are discussed in the following six parts of this section. In
subsection 3.1, we briefly discusses categorization of statistical models. Subsection
3.2 presents the major probabilistic families used for statistical models, Subsection
3.3 serves as background material for Subsections 3.4 and 3.5 which discuss two
methods of parameterization for general statistical models. Subsection 3.6 focuses
on parameterizations of the probabilistic families of Subsection 3.2. The structure
of parameterization plays a central role in this chapter for two reason. First, the
structures discussed provide us with guidelines as to how parameterization should be
chosen. Second, we intend to show that the SNR is less complex than the rest of the
model in most situations. Thus enhancing the superiority of multistage optimization
methods through the use of techniques developed in Section 4.
4.2.1 A Hierarchy of Models
We divide statistical models, with response lT(; 0), into three non-overlapping cat-
egories according the complexity of their operating region map. These are unifunc-
tional, quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional. For a unifunctional model, the mean
= (t; 0) depends on all the components of t for every 0 E 0, and there exists a
function p(/t, u) with the following two properties. First, p is an increasing function
of or for every 1L. Second, p(t(t; 0),o(t;6)) = p(O). A special subclass of unifunc-
tional models are those for which Z(t; 0), a transformation of TU(t; 0), has a constant
variance'.
In a quasi-bifunctional model, y = tl(; 6) depends on all components of f for ev-
7We have assumed here that az = 0 z(;t, o) is an increasing function of o.
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ery 0 E O, and there exists a function, p(p., o), with the following properties. First, p
is an increasing function of o for all t. Second, p(p.(~; 0), or(; 0)) = p(,C; 0). where ~'
is a non-empty proper subset of ~ called control parameters. The remaining parame-
ters will be called adjustment parameters and denoted by ,a Such a function p(j., O)
is known as a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR.). A special subclass of quasi-bifunctional
models are those for which Z(; 6), a transformation of U(C; 6), has a variance that
only depends of C. In such cases, an SNR is p(t, oa) = a2(I, o). It is only this
category of statistical models that allows for multistage optimization when ~ = x.
For a bifunctional model, P, = tt(;O) depends on all the components of ~ for
every 0 E 9; and for all functions, p(i., a), such that p is an increasing function of a,
p(t(i; ),(t; 6)) = p(4; 0). That is it depends on all the components of 4.
Note that quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional models are far more complex than
unifunctional models, since two functions are parameterized by the unknowns coim-
pared to one. Estimation of unifunctional models is therefore more straightforward
than estimation of quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional models. Also note that the
above categorization may be applied to [T(4) = Y(4) and [TU() = L(() with slight
changes in notation.
If U(x) is quasi-bifunctional, note that at the second stage of multistage opti-
mization U(xa) becomes unifunctional. For direct optimization UT(x) remains quasi-
bifunctional throughout the iterations.
The difference between quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional models may be deter-
mined statistically. Thus the control design variables may be isolated using hypoth-
esis testing. In the absence of adjustment variables, techniques relevant to quasi-
bifunctional models may be applied to bifunctional models, but without guaranteed
optimality of multistage methods.
This subsection has studied categorization of statistical models. The next sub-
section presents the major probabilistic families used for statistical models, and the
remaining subsections will address parameterization.
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4.2.2 Probabilistic Families
We list below the most frequently used probabilistic families for statistical models.
These two-parameter families, with a denoting the primary parameter and b denoting
the secondary parameter, are classified into the three categories discussed in Subsec-
tion 3.1 according to the dependence of its parameters on . For the unifunctional
models below, a = a(; 6) and b = b(6) is an unknown constant. In the quasi-
bifunctional models, a = a(; 0) and b = b(c; O). A bifunctional model generally
results if a = a(t; ) and b = b(t; ).
The Gaussian family has probability density p(u; a, b) = 1 e(u-a)2 /2b2 for -so <
72b
u < coo. The mean and standard deviation are It = a, and or = b.
The lognormal family has probability density p(u;a,b) = 1 e-(lnu-a)2 /2b2 for
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u > 0. The parameters and second-order statistics are related by I = a+O5b2 ,
a 2 -= e2a+b 2(eb - 1) e - 2a = ( + 1)/1t2 and eb2 = 2 + 1.
The powernormal family has probability density p(ut; a, b) = IpIP- 1 e-(uP-a) 2 /2b2
for u > 0, small o/t, and a given p. Typically, values of p =-1,0.5,2 are chosen.
Using a first order Taylor series expansion, we can show that a- = ptP and b = plP - 1<r.
The Gamma family has probability density p(ut; a,b) = " 3e- for it. > 0,
where a = 1/a and b = 1/3. The parameters a, b and the second-order statistics t,
a are related by p = a/b, o2 = a2/b, a = a 2 /t and b = l2 /it2 .
The Weibull family has probability density p(ut;a;b) = ct,u3le-C"tu for > 0,
where a = 1/ct and b = 1/,. The relationships between a, b and it, are it =
abr(1 + b) a<2 = a2b{1(1 + 2b) - 2(1 + b)}, and b = f(o 2/#. 2 ), where f(.) is a
complicated increasing function of its argument.
The rest of this section is divided as follows. In Subsections 3.4 and 3.5 we
discuss parameterization of statistical models in a general setting, without assuming
any specific probability distributions. In Subsection 3.6 we study parameterization
for the specific class of densities discussed in this subsection. But first we need the
background material presented in the next subsection.
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4.2.3 Approximation of Functions
This subsection serves as a prerequisite for the next three subsections, as it discusses
series expansions and approximations of functions. Let f(w) denote a function of .
discrete and/or continuous variables, with cw = [( 1),w( 2),...,'W(")]. Then, any such
function may be expanded into a series as follows.
f(w) = f + E fj(w()) (4.1)
1.
+ Z fj j (W(i ), w(2)) (4.2)
il<i2
+ S fj j2j (w(j'L), w(j2),w ®(3)) + (4.3)
jl <J2 <j3
+ fl 2 n(w(J)OwU(2), .(jn)) (4.4)
jl <2 < --<in
where fJlj2..j, for k = 1, .. ,n are functions of k arguments.
This series is very useful because it decomposes the original function of n. variables
into a hierarchy of functions with varying degrees of complexity. At each level of the
hierarchy, the functions are more complex from those at the previous level, and their
number increases exponentially. Thus for example, the n univariate functions, f,
are more complex than the single constant, f, since the former is a function of one
variable, whereas the latter is a function of zero variables. Similarly, the () bivariate
functions, fjj, are more complex than the n univariate functions, fj, because the
former are functions of two variables rather than one, and are thereby able to model
2-level interactions between their arguments.
A zeroth-order expansion of f(w) means retaining f only in the series. A first-
order expansion implies retaining the functions fo and fj, in the series expansion. We
may increase the complexity of a series, by adding f 2 , then f2i3 then fJ 2J3J.,
and so on, until a satisfactory approximation has been obtained for f(W).
To achieve approximation of a function f(w) with as few a terms as possible, we
can transform (w) into f(w) and write f(w) in terms of the series expansion of
f(w). In this way an approximation of f(w) may be obtained efficiently, since the
transformation is chosen to minimize the number of higher-order interaction terms in
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the series expansion of f(w).
These series expansions represent generalization of multivariate Taylor series ex-
pansions which only apply to continuous variables, analytic functions, and are useful
only for local approximations. In the next three subsections we utilize the approxi-
mations discussed in this section to issues relating to paramieterization of statistical
models.
4.2.4 Direct Stochastic Parameterization
Subsection 3.1 discussed statistical models without specific structures to parameter-
izations. In this subsection we discuss one method of parameterization by utilizing
the presentation on approximation of functions in the previous subsection. After
all, statistical models should be thought of as approximations to the true behav-
ior of processes. The type of parameterization discussed in this subsection will be
called direct stochastic parameterization, because we will be directly parameterizing
a transformation of the stochastic variable TU(; 0).
In many situations of practical interest, U(~) may be written as U = f(~, T),
where f(.) is a deterministic function, = [(i),(2),...,((N)] is the vector of the N
deterministic variables, and T = [v(N+l ), v(N+2) *, ,v(N+M)] is the random vector of Al
noise variables. Let the random variable Z(C) denote some deterministic transforma-
tion of U(~), resulting in Z = f(~, T). This transformation is chosen to minimize the
interactions in the series expansion of Z. The statistical model of U(~), represented
by U(t; 0), may then be computed from parameterizing its transformation Z(t; 0),
which represents a model of Z(t).
Throughout this chapter we use complexity to denote the number of independent
(possibly multivariate) "basis functions" required in parameterization. Complexity of
a model will be used as a measure of the number of experiments required to estimate
all the unknown parameters. This is because the number of experiments required for
estimating all the parameters of a model are of the order of complexity. Since we will
be parameterizing U(t; 0) through Z(t; 0), it should be noted that the complexity of
a statistical model U(t; 6) is the same as that of its transformation Z(C; 6).
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Suppose that functions of order higher than one are negligible in the series expan-
sion of Z. The approximated Z may then be represented by the following equation.
Z = fo + f (((j)) + fjl(T( ®)) (4.5)
A Jl
We can make the following observations. First, the functions f and f (T(O))
contribute constants to z(t). Second, the terms fjl((ii)) result in N univariate
functions in tLz(~) that are additive in ((i). Third, or is a constant. We thus conclude
that U(; 0), the first-order statistical model, should have a constant variance for
Z(~;O), and z(;O0) of the form tz(~;O) = go + Zjl gjl(((I);0(Jl)), The scalars go
and vectors 0 ( j1) are components of 0, and gjl (((jl); O(Jl)) denote the basis vectors.
The resulting complexity of the statistical model is thus N. For an with p nominal
levels for each factor, this translates into a pN + 1 dimensional 0.
Now consider the case where no transformation of U allows for satisfactory first-
order approximations, but a second-order series is sufficient for approximating the
transformed variable. The transformed variable Z is then represented by
Z = fo+ Y fJl 2 (T(jl),T( 2)) (4.6)
Jl <J2
+ f 2 ((i),T(2)) -+ fji j (j ),(2)) (4.7)
J1 J2 i =2
+ E fjlj(4(jl) (i2)) (4.8)
jl <j2
where f j,(T(J), T(il)) = fj(T(j )) and fj, j3 (~(),41)) = fj(~!i))
The following observations regarding ttz(C) may be made. First, the terms f, and
fjli 2 (T(i1), T(i2)), contribute a constant to tz(t). Second, the functions fj(i ((i), )
and fj 2 (/(i), T(J 2)) result in univariate additive terms in Itz(t). Third, functions of
the form fj1j2(/(Ui), (J2)) for ji < j2 contribute two-level interactive bivariate terms
in tz(t). It is therefore clear that U(C; 6), the second-order statistical model, should
have z(C;O) = go + Fj, 9jg((3); (3)) + .Jij2 gji 2 ((3),' (i2);o(iiJ2)), whose com-
plexity is () + N.
Conclusions regarding C(r() for second-order expansions may be made by exam-
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ining £[Z _ £(Z)]2 shown below.
~=£[Z Z]= £(f 1 2[jl(T,')r T(J2))fqlq 2(T(1), T(q2))] (4.9)
il <j2,ql <2
+ £[fj j2 (r T(j ), T(J2))fqlq2 ( ( q1), (2))] (4.10)
Al <J2,ql,q2
+ E £[flj2 ((jl), T (2 ))fqq2 (4(q) T(q2))] (4.11)
3l =ql2 ,2q2
+ E £[/j2i (j ) T(J2))fqlq ( (q ),(q2))] (4.12)
.l : ql ,J2,q2
where fj j(Tl), T(j2)) = fjj 2(T(l), (j2g[f 2 (T T(2))], and j j2((i), (2))
fl j2 (i(jl 2) ( )fj j2W(1), U ) )] .
It is clear from the above formula that the first summation contributes a constant
to (C). The second and third summations contribute univariate terms that are
additive in (i). The fourth summation results in bivariate 2-level interactive terms.
Thus theoretically, the statistical model should include two-level interactive terms
in the structure for (; 0) and thus have a complexity of 2('~) + 2N. For an
with p nominal components for each factor, this means a 2[(p 2 -p)(N) + pN + 1]
dimensional 0. This, however, is usually not the case in practice as will be shown in
the next paragraph.
Consider the number of terms that arise in £[Z - £(Z)]2 if T' ) and T( j ) for i # j
are independent. The first summation has O(M3I) terms, which contribute a constant
to Co(~). The second summation has O(NNM 2 ) terms. The third summation has
O(NM) terms. Hence a total of O(NAM2 ) terms contribute to the additive part
of cr(t). The fourth summation has O(N2 M) terms, which contribute to the 2-
level interactive terms in oa((). Since the number of independent noise factors is
usually considerably larger than the number of design variables8 , A > N, the fourth
summation contains considerably fewer terms than the other summations. We thus
conclude that in most cases of practical interest, the effect of two-level interaction
terms in ¢2() are negligible compared to the effects of the additive and constant
terms. Thus the statistical model [U(;0) has ca(C;6) = ho + i hi(.(i); O(i)), and
8 Any variable that is not considered a design parameter is a noise variable.
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the complexity of the model is () + 2N. For an with p nominal components for
each factor, this means a (p 2 _ p)(N) + 2pN + 2 dimensional 6.
We may generalize the above results to k-th order approximations which contain
n-variate functions in the series expansion, with n < k. In general ftz(; 0) contains
k-level interaction terms and has a complexity of approximately Nk. Theoretically,
r2(~; 0) also contains k-level interactions with a complexity of approximately Nk.
Such statistical models are examples of k-th order irregular models, for which both
tz and 4r contain k-th order interactive terms. In practice however, 2((; 6) only
contains k - 1 level interactions and has a complexity of approximately N k -l. These
statistical models are examples of k-th order regular models, for which 11z consists of
k-th order interactive terms, and all the interactions in a are of order less than k.
We thus conclude that k-th order irregular models have a complexity on the order of
Nk, and kth order regular models also have a complexity on the order of Nk because
of the dominating complexity of /tz(t; 0). Note also that first-order models has the
same form as regular models.
Next, we discuss unifunctional, quasi-bifunctional, and bifunctional models in the
context of k-th order approximations that result from the series expansions. Consider
the first-order approximation where the transformed random variable Z has constant
variance. Since a may be written in terms of the mean and standard deviation of
U, with r = 2(p., or), the first-order model U is of the unifunctional category and
has p - a.
Now consider the k-th order expansion with k > 1. In general, bifunctional U
result with such high-order approximations. If however some of the design parame-
ters, 4*, called adjustment parameters, do not interact with the noise variables in the
transformed space of Z, then a does not depend on these variables, and we have a
quasi-bifunctional model with SNR, p = 4. For the above reason, we should expect,
in general, that (a only represent a small number of components of . The com-
plexity analysis performed thus far for direct stochastic parameterization is crucial to
the substantial reduction in number of experiments for the first stage of multistage
optimization. As we have seen for regular models, the complexity of SNR is substan-
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tially less than the that of the rest of the model. This will be exploited to to develop
methods that only estimate the SNR in Section 4.
In this subsection we have studied one method of parameterization of statistical
models. In the next subsection we study another method of parameterization which
utilizes observable noise variables. For clarity we shall call parameterizations studied
thus far, direct stochastic parameterizations, in contrast to indirect stochastic param-
eterization of the next section. The resulting statistical model U(~; 0) will be referred
to as direct or indirect model.
4.2.5 Indirect Stochastic Parameterization
In a number of situations, some noise variables may be measured. In such cases,
we have the choice of parameterizing U(t; 0) taking into account the measurements
of observable noise variables. The relevant statistical attributes of U may then be
computed from assuming a known probabilistic structure of the observed noise vari-
ables. In this subsection we study such parameterizations which we will call indirect
stochastic parameterization.
Let the random noise vector T = [Y T], consist of the observable noise vec-
tor y = [(N+1), (N+2),..., (N+M)] with ll components, and the unobservable
noise vector = [(N+f+l), t(N+gr+2), ... , t(N+I+MS)] with It components. Also
let = [/(N+l),i/(N+2),...,i(N+M)] denote an observed realization of Y. Then the
statistical model U(~;6) may be indirectly parameterized by specifying parameteri-
zation and probability density for the "conditional model" U( ; 61 = v), with mean
and standard deviation t(t, i); ), a(t, i; 6), and assuming a known probability dis-
tribution for t. In particular, tutr(; ) and ar(; 6) may be computed from the
equations below, where the expectation and variance are taken over T, and denoted
by E and Var respectively.
Y(; 0) = £[tt(C ,; )] (4.13)
a2(f;t) = £[ 2 (t, T; )] + Var [(f, Y; )] (4.14)
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Any of the probability densities for unifunctional statistical models (including
those listed in Subsection 3.2) may also be used for the conditional models, U(~; 01T =
iv), with [ ij replacing in the relevant expressions. The mean p. and standard de-
viation ur are then conditional moments.
A benefit of such an indirect parameterization is that it embodies more informa-
tion, since it includes the observed values and known probabilistic structure of the
observed noise variables in the statistical model [U(; 0). A second benefit occurs if,
for a quasi-bifunctional or bifunctional U(C; 8), the conditional model U(C; O1T = )
has the form of a unifunctional statistical model. This allows us to make the con-
ditional model the focus of our estimation procedure since it is of the same form
as a unifunctional statistical model. One way this can be achieved is by assuming
that T does not interact with or T in the transformed space of Z, as will become
clear shortly. Note that complexity of the resulting statistical model is the same as
complexity of the conditional model.
Consider the first-order approximation shown below, where Z(C) denotes the
transformation of [U().
Z = f + E f (l) + fj (?J,') + E fj,(T(i',) (4.15)
Jl Ji J
Examining the above first-order expansion, suggests that the first-order conditional
model U(t; [ITi = vi)). has z(t,i3; ) = go + j, gjl ((i ); i( ) + Eji gil ( (i );( )
and a constant variance for Z(t; OT = vi). The complexity of the conditional model
and the corresponding statistical model is thus M + N. Note that for the first order
expansion, we did not have to utilize the interaction assumption, and recall that the
resulting statistical model is unifunctional.
Now consider the second-order expansion which may be written as follows.
Z = fo+ E fjl 2(T( il)I(2)) (4.16)
il <J2
+ E fjl2(v(jl ),j(J2))+ fj1 j2 ((j1(i),(J2)) (4.17)
J =2 1 =J2
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+ Z fj, (j2(OA),j(j2)) + v fj j1 ((j1 )(j2)) (4.18)
l <J2 i <2
+ E fj j2 ((1i) ®(j2)) (4.19)
Jl ,J2
Examining the above second-order expansion, suggests that the conditional sta-
tistical model includes second-order interactions in ptz(, i); 0) and has a constant
variance for Z(~; 01-T = i). Thus the complexity of the resulting second-order con-
ditional model is (2 Y) + M + N.
We may generalize the above discussion to k-th order conditional models that, in
the transformed space, have a constant conditional variance and a conditional mean
that contains interactive terms of order up to k. The complexity of a k-th order
conditional model is then on the order of (N + l)k.
We have described two advantages to indirect modeling compared to direct mod-
eling. Next, we discuss the issue of complexity vis-a-vis direct models. We conclude
from the two preceding subsections that, for I - N, the complexity of indirect
models is approximately 2k-1 times the complexity of irregular direct models, and
approximately 2k times the complexity of regular direct models for a k-th order ex-
pansion. For 11 < N, the complexity of the indirect model is approximately the
same as that of regular direct models and approximately half that of the irregular
direct models. It is thus clear, that the complexities of the two types of statistical
models are of the same order, and hence complexity is not an issue. Thus the number
of experiments required for each method depends on the particular application, but
are comparable.
Indirect parameterization is at a great disadvantage however when modeling for
the first stage of multistage optimization. This is because the less complex SNR is
"mixed in" with the other more complex feature of the model. Thus the SNR may
not be isolated. Thereby rendering the methods of Section 4 inapplicable.
In this and the preceding subsections, we have discussed two methods of param-
eterization for the general class of statistical models. In the next subsection, we
apply the concepts developed thus far to models with probability densities specified
in Subsection 3.2.
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4.2.6 Parameterization of Probabilistic Families
This subsection discusses parameterizations of the probabilistic families presented in
Subsection 3.2. We explicitly discuss below the case where the probability densities
represent distributions of U(C; 0). All the discussion may then be applied to condi-
tional models by interpreting the random variables to be conditioned on T = i, and
transforming ( into [ v].
We study two methods of parameterizing probability densities for statistical miod-
els. These will be called stochastic and deterministic. For stochastic parameteriza-
tion, we parameterize the second-order statistics of a transformation of the stochas-
tic variable U(t;0), in the same manner as that of Subsection 3.4. Deterministic
parameterization is concerned with parameterizing the (deterministic) primary and
secondary parameters of the probability densities. In total then, we have four types of
parameterizations: direct stochastic and direct deterministic parameterization when
the probability of the statistical model is parameterized, and indirect stochastic and
indirect deterministic parameterization when the probability of the conditional model
is parameterized.
Stochastic parameterization is as follows. Define the canonical transformation Z =
f(U) as one which results in a constant. or if one of the parameters of the probability
distribution is a constant. This is so that we can get a single parameter of the
probability density to depend on for unifunctional statistical models. Consequently
this means that a2 is a function of one of the parameters only. We have denoted such
a parameter by b as will become apparent shortly. The parameters a and b thus should
be parameterized in terms of the mean and variance of Z, since these contain the least
amount of interaction terms. Mathematically, we can formulate this parameterization
through the link functions Ag and Ah as shown below. g(a(t;9),b(t;6)) = g(t;O)
and Ah(a(;O ),b(t; )) = h(; ) where g(t; ) = tz(t; ) and h(; ) = az(;)
are as described in Subsection 3.4.
For the Gaussian family with density p(u;a,b), we saw that it = a and = b.
If the secondary parameter b is a constant, [r has a constant variance. Hence the
canonical transformation is the identity function with Z = U. The canonical link
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functions are Ag(a,b) = a, Ah(b) = b2.
Log transformation of a lognormally distributed random variable with density
p(u;a,b) yields a Gaussian distributed variable Z with ftz = a and z = b. A
constant secondary variable b implies a constant variance of Z. Hence the canonical
transformation is Z = ln(U), and Ag(a,b) = a, Ah(a,b) = b2.
The powernormal family with density p(u; a, b) and parameter p, can be trans-
formed into a normally distributed random variable Z = UP with 1lz = a and az = b.
A similar discussion to that of the lognormal distribution implies that the canonical
transformation is Z = UP, and Ag(a,b) = a, Ah(a,b) = b2.
Log transformation of a Gamma distribution with density p(t.; a, b) results in Z =
ln(U) which has itz = /(1/b) + ln(a) and or = ¥,'(1/b) as shown in Theorem 4.2.1.
Here Ob denotes the digarma function, and '¢' is its derivative. Thus the canonical
transformation is Z = ln(U). The link functions are Ag(a,b) = V'(l/b) + ln(a) and
Ah(a,b) = '(1/b).
Theorem 4.2.1 For a Gamma distributed U, the random variable Z = ln([U), has
an expongamma probability density pz(z, a, b) = r()efe - cez, where 3 = 1/b and
~~~r¢+3)
a = 1/a. The moment generating fiunction 4Iz(r) = £[erZ] is given by r( 3).Liz =
p( l)-ln(a) and aZ = '(3).
For a weibull distribution with density p(u; a. b), Z = ln(U) has p.z = b[ln(a) +
4p(1)] and 2 = ,'(1)b2 as shown in Theorem 4.2.2. Thus the canonical transformation
is Z = ln(U). The link functions are Ag(ab) = b[ln(a) + ,(1)] and AXh(a,b) = ,'(1)b2 .
Theorem 4.2.2 For a weibull distributed TU, the random variable Z = ln(U), has
an exponweibull probability density pz(z,a,.b) = ae e - ' wuhere 3 = l/b and
a = 1/a. The moment generating function Iz(r) = £[erzl is given by arbr(l + rb).
Pz = b[ln(a) + b(1)] and a = b2~p'(1).
Note that r2 is only a function of the parameter b. Since b2 is the SNR of these
probabilistic models, we see that the SNR are less complex than the rest of the model.
Thereby allowing for a great reduction of number of experiments for the first stage of
multistage optimization through the use of methods developed in the next section.
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In deterministic parameterization, we parameterize a(~; O) and b(t; O) directly.
Thus having Ag(a(~;O)) = §(~;O) and Ah(a.(;0)) = th(t;0) where Ag and h are
chosen to yield the smallest number of interaction terms in and h. We call this
deterministic parameterization, because we are series expanding transformation of
the deterministic functions a and b.
Because of the intuition developed thus far in terms of stochastic models, and
since for unifunctional models the constant b is of less complexity than a(; 9); we
may suspect that b for these deterministic paramneterizations is less complex than a.
If such is the case, the statistical model will be called regular, otherwise it will be
denoted irregular.
4.3 SNR Models
Recall from Section 2, that for multistage optimization we simply need to estimate
the SNR p. Also the SNR is often less complex than the other aspects of U(xc; 0)
as shown in Section 3. In this section, we will study a general scheme to develop an
SNR model from a quasi-bifunctional model. The objective stated mathematically is
to develop the model V from U which only depends on the SNR p.
To initiate a general scheme for developing SNR models from the quasi-bifunctional
category, consider two uncorrelated random variables Z and Z2 with equal means
and standard deviations. In order to get a random variable V whose second order
statistics solely depends on the variance of Z1 and Z2, we can set V = (Z 1 -Z2)/x-2.
This results in V with zero mean and a variance equal to that of Z1 and Z2 .
Now consider the general case, where Z = [Zij],i = 1,..,nm and j = 1,..,ni,
Zij = Z(xi), and Zij,, Zij2 are uncorrelated for jl # j2. We will assume in the
following discussion that ni = n. This is solely done to simplify the notation; all
the conclusions are valid for the general case also. Let V = [j], i = 1, .. , min and j =
1, .., n- 1. We will use Vi. and Zi. to denote the the i-th rows of V and Z respectively.
The transformation Vi. = Zi.Q, where Q = [Qij],i = 1,...,Ii and j = 1,...,ni - 1,
is a matrix of orthonormal contrasts, results in Vi. with zero mean, uncorrelated
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components, and variances for Vj equal to that of the variance of Zij. All these
result because Q is a matrix of orthogonal contrasts, with QtQ = I and vi Qij = 0
for j = 1, .. ,n-1.
Clearly, we can get the random matrix V from U, by first transforming U into
Z using the canonical transformations of Subsection 3.6, and then using the above
scheme. Since the variance of Z solely depends on the SNR, the mean of V is zero,
and its variance is solely parameterized by the SNR. To ensure that the elements of
Z are uncorrelated, we can assume that the elements of U are independent.
For estimation techniques, such as the least squares method, which solely rely
on the second-order statistics of a random matrix, the above is sufficient. For other
techniques, such as the maximum likelihood method. which depend on the probability
density of a random matrix, we still need to show that the probability density of V
is solely parameterized by the SNR.
For the normal, lognormal, and powernormal distributions, no further work is
needed because V is normally distributed (V is a linear combination of normally
distributed Z). For the Gamma and weibull distributions, we can examine the re-
sulting moment generating function of V to check that it is solely parameterized
by the SNR b. Let 4}v(r), evi.(ri.) denote the moment generating functions of
V and Vi. respectively, where r = [rij],i = 1,..,m. and j = 1,..,n. Since U,.
and Ui2. are independent for il i 2, Vi1 . and Vi2. are also independent. Hence
Iv(r) = li Iv. (ri.). Therefore Av(r) is solely parameterized by the SNR. if Lvi (ri.)
is. Now Pvj (ri.) = ,z(j Z(Ek rjkQjk), where I azi is the moment generating function
of Zij. Substituting the equations for the expongamma and exponweibull distribu-
tions, we deduce that the probability density of V solely depends on the SNR.
In this section we have developed SNR models with lower complexity than the
original statistical models. These models may thus be used for estimation of the SNR
as will become apparent in the next chapter.
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4.4 Summary and Discussion
We have studied several statistical models and categorized them into the unifunc-
tional, quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional categories. The SNR models were derived
from the quasi-bifunctional category. As was explained in this chapter, the SNR
models are less complex than the quasi-bifunctional models. This will be utilized in
the next chapter on estimation.
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Chapter 5
Estimation for Parameter Design
We have discussed a number of models in the previous chapter. The unifunctional
models are the simplest, followed by quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional models. We
saw in the previous sections that the number of experiments required for optimization
of quasi-bifunctional models may be substantially reduced by utilizing multistage
optimization methods. These result in estimation of the simple SNR models for the
first stage of optimization and unifunctional models for the second stage. No such
solution is available at present for bifunctional models.
The maximum likelihood approach may be used for estimation of any of the models
discussed above. The least squares method may be used for unifunctional and SNR
models with specific constraints on the form of parameterization. Weighted least
squares [29] may be used for quasi-bifunctional and bifunctional models. In the
next section we study estimation of SNR models, since such models have not been
introduced in the literature before this work. Section 2 provides an example where
we compare our method of estimation to those of Box and Taguchi.
5.1 Estimation of SNR Models
In this section we present least squares and maximum likelihood estimation techniques
as applicable to the SNR models. We will mainly derive results for the Gaussian re-
lated distributions, i.e. the normal, lognormal and powernormal. The results for the
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Gamma and weibull may not be derived analytically, since the algebraic expressions
involved are rather complex. In subsection 1.1 we investigate the least squares ap-
proach as applied to the SNR models, and in subsection 1.2 we study application of
the maximum likelihood method.
5.1.1 Least Squares Estimation
Consider the normal, lognormal and weibull densities, for which V is normally dis-
tributed with mean zero and Var(Vij) = ao(xi). We would like to obtain a transforma-
tion of VIj so that the least squares method can be applied to estimate b(xi) = ov(xi).
The first step is to square Vi. This results in a random variable with mean a1 (xi).
The next step is to transform these random variables so as to stabilize the variance. In
order to do this, we require knowledge of the distribution of V3. Since Vj is normally
distributed, V~ has a Gamma density with ai = 0.5/or~,(xi) and/3 = 0.5. Thus ln(V1})
has a expongamma distribution, with mean a/,(0.5) + ln(or (xi)) - ln(0.5) and vari-
ance ?'(0.5). We may thus apply least squares on 0.5 ln( V ) 0.5V,(0.5) + 0.5 n(0.5),
where ov(xi) = exp(g(xi)0). This will result in () with zero mean and variance
proportional to 0.254p'(0.5)/(n - 1).
Alternatively, we may focus of Fj 02/(n - 1), since it has a Gamma distribution
with ai = 0.5/ar(xi) and , = (n- 1)/2. Thus ln('j 1V /(n- 1)) has a expongamma
distribution, with mean 0.5&,((n- 1)/2) + ln(0,(x))- ln((n- 1)/2) and variance
l,'((n-l1)/2). We may apply least squares on 0.5 ln(7j V/(n-1))-0.5/,((n-1)/2)+
0.51n((n - 1)/2), for az(xi) = exp(g(xi)6). This will result in () with zero mean
and variance proportional to 0.254'((n- )/2)). This scalar multiplier is plotted in
5-1.
Since 0.25?'(0.5)/(n- 1) > 0.25g((n- 1)/2)), the first least squares method
should only be used for lack of fitness hypothesis tests. The second least squares
method is superior for estimation and other types of hypothesis testing.
The above methods may also be applied for Gamma and weibull distributions
for large n, since Vij become asymptotically normally distributed. For small n, the
same approach may be used, however the exact analysis is difficult because of the
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complexity of expressions involving the distribution of Vj.
There is one final comment that needs to be made before ending the section. We
have derived the above estimation procedure from the SNR models, which are gen-
eralizable to distributions other than normal, lognormal and powernormal. Box has
studied the least squares method for estimating the SNR of lognormal distribution.
He applies least squares on sample variances Si. The method of Box and the second
least squares method, although derived using completely differing approaches, are
almost equivalent as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.1 VjV = (n - )Si, where Si is the sample variance.
5.1.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood methods are often superior to other methods of estimation. In
this subsection, we study such methods for the parameterization specified in the
previous section, which coincide with the form used by Taguchi.
Applying ML to the case of a normally distributed Vij with zero mean and standard
deviation exp(g(xi)O), results in solution of an implicit equation, which can be solved
iteratively using a computer. We thus cannot analyze the performance of ML methods
exactly. An approximate analysis leads us to examine the information matrix, since
the ML estimator is consistent. We can show that the variance of the estimated is
proportional to 0.5/(n- 1). This proportionality constant is plotted in Figure 5-1.
As can be seen, the relative efficiency of the best estimator compared to the least
squares estimater is 240% for n = 2. Thereby making the ML approach superior to
least squares. This will become evident in the next section also, where we apply the
ML estimator to a standard example.
5.2 An Example
The pre-etch line width model for the integrated circuit studied in [30] was simulated
for our study. This represents a standard example in the literature. The SNR is a
function of two factors, A and F with two and three levels. In Figure 5-2 we plot the
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relative efficiency of the ML methods in comparison to the least squares methods of
Box and Taguchi. It was found that the methods of Box and Taguchi yield identical
estimates almost all the time, and the relative efficiency is approximately 170% for
n = 2. The percentage of times the true optimum is predicted is plotted in Figure 5-3.
For n = 2, Box's and Taguchi's methods are successful in predicting the optimum
only 55% of the time in comparison to 67% for the ML case, thereby establishing the
advantages of ML methods.
5.3 Summary and discussion
This paper has examined estimation aspects of parameter design. The main contri-
bution of this paper is the study of such areas in the context of optimization rather
than in isolation. We have discussed a general scheme for estimation of SNR mod-
els that applies to a wide range of distributions. In comparison, existing schemes of
estimation based on sample variance are only applicable to Gaussian related distri-
butions. Finally, we have shown that the ML method of estimation is more efficient.
in comparison to existing methods.
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Figure 5-1: Scalar Multipliers of covariance matrix: Least Squares (dots), Maximum
Likelihood (solid).
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IFigure 5-3: Percentage of Times the true optimum is predicted: Box and Taguchi
(dots), Maximum Likelihood (solid).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Suggestions for
Future Research
In this thesis, our objective has been the study of various aspects of parameter design
(computation of design parameters that minimize quality cost). Chapter divided
the problem of parameter design into four areas: formulation, optimization, modeling,
and estimation. Chapter 2 discussed novel approaches to formulation of quality cost
and presented a general framework for quality cost functions. Chapter 3 utilized the
structural form of quality cost functions in developing multistage methods of opti-
mization. Chapter 4 studied the problem of modeling i the context of optimization,
and Chapter 5 developed efficient procedures for estimation of model aspects rele-
vant to optimization. A distinguishing feature of this thesis has been the coherent
and rigorous study of each of the above four topics. We believe that this work has
uniquely contributed to research in parameter design by isolating the various aspects
and studying each of them in context rather than in isolation.
Our research has primarily focused on parameter design for single continuous
characteristics of products. Future research may study the various aspects of param-
eter design for multivariate continuous characteristics, dynamic systems, categorical
characteristics, and mixed characteristics. Extension of techniques developed for pa-
rameter design to tolerance design may also be investigated.
Another area of research is modification of these off-line techniques of quality i-
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provement to on-line methods, where the investigator is contrained in the experiments
that may be performed. This restrictive environment would generally not require tlhe
development of completely new methods, since we expect that a lot of the techniques
developed in this thesis can be extended to accomodate the constraints.
Finally, future research should try to continuously improve existing techniques,
including those developed in this thesis. After all we are addressing quality improve-
ment methods which seek continuous improvement of products!
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Appendix A
Parameters of the Weibull
Distribution
This appendix provides formulas for the Weibull distribution parameters a and b in
terms of mean and dispersion.
Let b denote the approximation of b given p = 2. The following expressions for b
_r
2
yield accurate approximations to b given p = , as indicated by Figure A-1 (lb-bi <
0.02 for a/lt < 113 and lb-bl/b < 0.025 for 0.05 < a/l < 113). For p < 1, b = po 5393.
Otherwise, b is the positive solution of ln(p) = 0.1820b 4 +0.0261b3 +0.3913b2 + 1.9760b.











Derivation of Sensitivity Ratio
fromn Weight Ratio
Let W +1 = f(¢), where W is the weight ratio and = c/t. Then ?9 1 ,
andw ° f'(().-Hence W-f8 ,./
Since C = L(l;t)[W+ 1), where C is the cost function and L(It;t) = IpP represents
the power loss function, c = L(t) and c' = L(tt; t)te + ?L[W + 1. Thus
8er-- t)-~gd and a )-a," a+ 
_C/t _ alnL W+1
c9G' / c + -j- 'W 101(B. 1)
= -- +p[ (B.2)




A set, denoted by a capital calligraphic letter such as A, is a collection of objects.
These objects, also called elements or members, are denoted by lowercase letters.
We use the notation a E A, pronounced a in A, to indicate that the element a is a
member of the set A. The number of elements in A is denoted by R(A)
We can describe a set by listing its elements in braces. For example, A = {1}
is a set consisting of the single element 1, and A = {1,2,3} is a set consisting of
the elements 1, 2, 3. An empty set is one that does not contain any elements. If
a set is defined by a characterizing property then the property is indicated within
braces. For example the set of all real numbers between zero and one is written as
A = {a E R 1' 0 < a < 1} and read "the set of all a in R 1 with the property that
0 < a< 1".
Sometimes quantifiers are used in describing a set. The universal quantifier V is
read "for all", and the existential quantifier 3 is read "there exists" or "there is at
least one". The symbol 9 is read "such that".
If every element in A is also in B, we say that "A is a subset of B", and write
A C B. Two sets are equal if they contain the same elements. If A C B and yet is
not equal to it, we denote it via A C B and read it as "A is a proper subset of B".
Sets may be operated on to yield a resulting set. The union operation (U) re-
suits in a set that consists of all the elements in the original sets. For example
{1,2,3}U{2,5,9} equals {1,2,3,5,9}. Likewise U,,A(ft) results in a set which has
110
elements of all the sets A(y) as its members. For example, let A(p.) - [ 2] de-
note the set consisting of all real numbers between l and 2. Then U,,lo 1] A ( ll)
equals the interval IO 2]. The cartesian product of A and , denoted A x B, is
{[a b] : a E A and b E 13}.
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